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Hon. CHARLES HOLMAN, Mayor.
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CHARLES A. KH TREDGK.
REPORT
OF THE
(JOMMITTKE ON ACCOUiNTS AND FINANCES.
Nashua, N. II., Jnimary 8, 1881.
'File nndersiguc'i], Coniiuittee on Accounts and Finances of the
City Councils of tlie City of Nashun, have tliis day examined the
accoiints of George E. Gage, City Treasurer, and find the same
correctly cast, and eacli payment properly vojiched by a Treasury
order for the same, corresponding in amount with the vouchers
in the hands of tlie City Clerk of said city.
We have also examined the sources from which the income the
past year has been derived, and are satisfied that he has charged
himself \vi{h the entire amount paid to him as City Treasurer, and
has made a correct exhibit of the same in detail
We find the balance in the hands of the said Treasurer to be









Treasurer's Office, Nashua, N. H., .Innviarv 12, 1881,
To His Honor the Mayor
and the City Cou9ict'/s of the (/ify of Nashua.
Gentlemen : '
I beg leave to submit tlic amuuiit of veoei]i(s and payments of
the Treasury Department, ioi- the tinancial yeai- curling December
31, 1880.





CITY OF NASHUA, N. 11.
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE "NOYES PRIZE MEDAL FUND."
Dn.
Balance Cash in Nashua Savings Bank $89.66
Interest on City Note, No. 394 . ' .
" " deposit JSlashua Savings Bank
Cr.
June "24, Henry E.Knapp, Agt , four Noyes
Medals, with cases,




Nashua, N. H., January 8, 1881.
60 00
Dr. George E, Gage, Citi/ Treasurer,
Bslance Cash in Treasury, Jan. 1. 1880, $ 3,761 83
L. Kittredge, Collector Taxes, 1879 21 276 21
1880 128,525 00
" " " Interest, 1879 Taxes 38147
E. M. Bowman, City Clerk, Rents and Licences ' f.09 50
W. O. Clough, " Marshal, Costs and Fines 564 70
James H. Hunt, " " " " " 18179
C. W. Hoitt, Clerk Police Court, Sale of Writs, &c 211 52
N. Eaton, Sale of Harness 20 00
" Use of Teams 40 00
" " " " " .. (U 25
" " Highways and Bridges, Dist. No. 3 1 15^ *
122 40
S. A. Bent, Supt. Tuition, Geo. Parser 24 00
" " " " H.O.Smith .6 00
F.Parker 8 00
" " " " C.E.Woodward 8 00
1 00
77 00
AI,. A. Taylor, Liquor Agent, Sale of Liquor 576 88
City Farm and House of Correction, Use of Teams 134 74
'• " " " " •' Balance of Account 219 50__ 354 24:
City Note, No. 407, New Engl'md Trust C'\, Boston 20,000 00
412, " " " " " 30,000 00
413, " •' " " " 30,000 00
414, " " " " " 35,0-^0 00
416, " " " " " . 30,000 00
409, FiJst National Bank, Nashua 10,000 00
411, " •' •' " 10,000 00
415, " " " " 15.000 00
408, Henry Turrell 2,300 00
410, Augustus Wilber 3,000 00
iKo.'iOO 00
Hon. S. A. Carter, Treas. State of New Hampsliirt :
Insurance Tax 363 00
Railroad Tax 5,754 26
Savings Bank Tax 12,518 80
Literary Fund 8.30 28
City of Manchester, Suppo rt of Paupers
A. E. Sa-.:derson, Sale of Stove
Nashua & Rochester Railroad Co., Interest on 2000 Share.- in Nash-
ua & Rochester R. R .
J. L. H. Marshall, Sale of Iron
Laton Heirs. Sale of Land, Lowell St
P. J. Reynolds, Rent of South Common
J. P. S. Otterpon, " '• " "
Chas. Spalding and A. J. Rock wood. Executor- of the last will and
testament of Edward Wlieeler
ThonK s Elliott, Sale of Grass, Abbot Square
Geo. H. Brigham, Use of City To ams
Nashua Iron and Steel Co., Sale of Horse i;i7 50
" " " " •' Use of City Teams 3 12
Amount carriedJ'orinurd to page 10, ...
19,466 .34
In account with the City of Nashua, N. If. Cr.
Abatement of Taxes, 1878 $ 78 46
" 1879 1.08165
' 1880 217 89
' Dog Tax, 1879 45 00
" " " 1880 4 00
Collection of Taxes, 1879 GOO 00
•' " •' 1878 700 00
" " •' 1877 100 00
County Tax, ... 18,899 91
City Debt 11,850 CO
" Interest 27,227 35
" Hall'uilding 2,087 78
" Teams 4,582 61
" Watch .' 4,023 50
•' Farm and House of Correction 2,202 83
Cemeteries 112 58
Common, North 199 91
South 208 30
Kdge Stone, Dist. No. 3, 051 G4
" 5, 561.37
1,213 CI
Fire Department 6,146 66
Higliwaysand Bridges, Dist. No. 1, 10187
" 2, 125 00
" 3, 2,907 01
" " 5 1,617 00
" 6, 61 22
" 7 159 94
" 8 96 70
" " 9, 193 61
" 10, 173 78
" 11 52 10
5,4S8 23
Incidental Expense 5,399 42
Liquor Agency 508 64
Macadamizing Main Street 2,8i9 79
Canal " 750 73
Observance Decoration Day 100 00
Printing and Stationery 643 85
Purchase of Ho.se 2,000 00
Paupers off Farm 1 ,274 42
Public Libraiy • 1,000,00
' " Incidentals 49 21
Police Department 1,026 41
Repairs Mt. Pleasant 604 20
.Sinking Fund 7 062 00
Salary Amount 5,882 25
Sewers and Drains, Dist. No. 3, 1.728 T:i
" " " •' '5, 1,401 01
;f,l29 74
Small Pox 771 42
State Tax 19,953 00
Amoimi carriedforvard io paije 11,... .$140,131 75
10
T>R. City Treasurer's Account, Vontinued.
. A mouiii broughtforwardfrom page B, .?36!),148 72
Benj. Fletehei , Jr., Sale of Brass, &c ... 20 60
<i. Mason, Sale of Grass -. : . 5 00
James Boyd & Son, Sale of Hose 69 64
S. S. Jackman & Co., Ma'erial Sold :5e 00
C. H. Holdeii, Sule of Grass, Norh Common 12 00
Fire Department ? 1 .5 Oi>
'"ouiiry of Hillsborough, Support of Paupers 18 (JO
4S 20
Hoard of the following children :
Edward Steele 65 71
Mary E. Siske C8 14
Fred Sargent 5.5 07
Ida Saunders 78 80
Joseph Chambcau .52 71
" 12 86
Dennis O'Neil 78 00
Patrick McCarty 78 00
MikeHu'ine 78 00
.lames Huaine 78 00
Wesley Wilson 78 00
H. H. Flrinders 62 57
Flora. S. Clark '. 48 86
John E. Wills .31 93
Amos Charbona 27 85
Jos. Frenette 26 14
John Powers 2 14
'.m 18
Hijitiiij: (iffices in County Kecorl Boildiig:
Cleric of Court 62 50
Registerof Deeds 62 50
"Probate 62 50 ,
Use of Steam Fixtures 75 00
262 .'50
I'ermit to enter Sewer
:
Geo. Kenny 10 00
.1. llutchins. .. 6 00
K. (ilenton 6 00
!•:. W. Ober 10 00
Geo. K. Heath COO
V. C. Gilmaii 10 00
J. M. Fletch'r 10 00
Frank Jenett 15 00
J. L. Beard 6 ro
M. J. McGaffuy (i 00
M. Christy 10 00
Nashua Man'f'cr Co 75 00
S. D. Baldwin 10 00
X. W. Burke.' 1.5 01)
John Chase f> 00
T. B. Crowley 10 ((0
C, B. Jackman GOO
11
City Treasuueh's A(:'(^oL'XT, Concluded. Ck-
Amoun brouyht/m-ward 'nun vtujc. 0, $140,134 75
Strecl Lights' 3,56154
Teniiiorary Loiui • 183,000 00
Water Expenses 4,800 00
Ward Expenses 240 66
School Money 2H,912 31
Balance Ciisli in Troasitrv !),119 3S
$370 768 64
GEORGE E. GAGE,
Nashua, N. H., January 12, 1881. City Treamirer.
12
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1880.
TAXES OF YEAR 1879,
Balance uncollected, December 31, 1879, $21,423 72
$21,423' 72
Amount paid City Treasurer by L. Kit-
tredge, Collector, .... $21,276 21
Discounted as worthless, . . . 147 51
$21,423 72
TAXES 01^^ YEAR 1880.
Amount assessed and committed to Col-
lector including State, County and
City School Tax, and Tax on Dogs, $148,890 49
'
$148,89Tl9
Amount paid City Treasurer by L. Kit-
tredge, Collector, . .
'
. . $128,525 00
Balance due Dec. 31, 1880, . . . 20,365 49
$148,890 49
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
C. H. Burke, Collector 1878, ... $78 46
L, Kittredge, " 1879, . . . 1081 65
L. Kittredge, '• 1880, . . . 217 89
* 1,378 tiO
13
ABATEMENT OF DOG TAX.
Amount assessed 1880,
PAID.
1. V. Hall, sheep killed, ....
T.J.T.Robbins, " . . . .








Nashua & Rochester R. R. Co , on shares,
PAID.
N. E. Trust Co. City Notes, .
H. Turrell,
A. Wilber, " "
1st Nat'l Bank, " "
City Institution for Savings, Lowell, City
Notes, ....
Worcester North Sav. Bank, City Notes,
Millbury Savings Bank, '' '•





A. E. Gay, labor,





Stephen Wood, " carpets,
L. W. Goodrich, laying "
Howard & Co., chairs, etc
Riplov & Son, painting and oiling,
Billings, Clapp & Co.; carbo. of lime.
Barr & Co., oil,
S. A. Wood, cash paid, .
C. H. Nutt, supplies,
Cross & ToUes, shavings and dusl
A. P. Kelsey, labor.
Green leaf & Co , soap and matches
L. E. Gould & Co., supplies, ,
C. T. Robinson, labor, .
F. D. Cook & Co., sheathing.
Powers & Clark, slating and rep'g
G. K. Heath & Co., co.-il,
Smith & Lakeman, labor,
Clovis Gamache, "
Eaton & Co., conci-eting,
Q. A. Woodward, chimney iron.s,
J. W. Abbott, cleaning flues,
G W. Badger, gilding eagle,
Balcom & Son, ice,






E. P. Banks, "
J. Bagley, "







J. C. Dunlap, painting fence,




McQuesten & Co., grain,
H, C. Boothby & Son., blacksmiths,
C. V. Butters, pair bay horses,
A. E. Sanderson, harness work,
H. O. Proctor, hire of horses,
E. G. Stratton, doctoring horses,
O. L. Eaton, driving, 1-2 mo.,
J. B, Manseau, harness work,
J. P. & W. B, Cumraings,hay and straw
E. S. Russell & Co., medicine,
N. S. Whitman, ''
Wilkins & Son, board horses.



































Green & Burnli.itn, sundries, .
Marshall Bros., butter, .
Haywood & Green, lantern and wicks,
D. D. Harden, paints and oils,
Nashua Carnage Co., repairing,
A. E. Wallace, truss,
M. A. Taylor, groceries,
Q. A. Woodward, blacksmith,
K. McLaren, coal, ....
C H. Nutt, supplies,
IT. 0. Proctor, manure, .
J, H. Blake, dry goods, .
Murcli & Reed, boots and shoes, .
S. A. Mansfield & Co., "
W. IJ. Greenleaf & Co., groceries,
Barr & Co., sundries,
J. G. Blunt & Son, groceries, .
S. D. Chandler, grain and grinding,
M.W. Wallace, bhicksmith, .
H. Stearns, flour, ....
Magee & Jackson, groceries, .
J. W. Moore, labor on cart, etc.,
I) n. Sullivan, groceries,
A. W. Snow, butter,
Reed & Jackman, supplies, .
Geo. E. Wheat,
i^hattuck & Hall, fertilizers and grain,
J. A. Fisher, clothing,
A. J. Rockwood, burial expenses of Wil
kins, Lyons and Jones, .
Cross & Tolles, lumber, .
L. E. Gould & Co., tin ware, .
F. D. Cook & Co., lumber, .
Boothby & Son, blacksmiths, .
M*C. Barker, butter,
.A. Chase, guano, ....
L. TJrquhart, blacksmith,
McQuesten & Co., corn and meal, .
B. O. Roby, painting wagon,
13 55
21
i. M. Sawyer & Co , seeds, .
E. Whitford, wood, grinding, etc.,
Flov/ard & Co., crockery,
F. Allen, comforters, .
r, H. Thurber, insurance,




Riwood & VVhitmarsh, clothiui
Runnells, "
Cooper & Co., goods, .
A E. Sanderson, harness work,
E. S. Uussell & Co , medicine,





B. F'letcber, Jr., old material sold,






A. C. Truell, fireman, .
23
Cross &, ToUcs, lumber,
U. S, & C. Express Co., expressage
Nashua Gas Co , gas,
J. A. Hamilton, steward,
II. H. Putnam, "...
E. S. Davison, washing,
Cook, Redding & Co., globes,
G. H. Whitney, repairs,
Powers & Clark, stove and labor,
G, W. Nutt, soap, ....
N. & L. R. Pu Co , freight, .
G. E. Heath & Co., coal and wood,
B. O. Roby, painting,
3Ianchester Loco. Works, repairs.
Green & Burnham, stock and labor
Greenwood & Whitmarsh, coats and hats
Nashua Manufacturing Co., waste.
Woodward & Cory, straps and whip
C. II, Nutt, supplies,
Barr&Co, " ...
M. A. Taylor, " ...
Boyd & Son., balance on hose,
N. P. Whittemore, sugar and coffee.
Concord R. R. Co , freight, .
Nashua Iron and Steel Co., bar .and clay
J. A. Hamilton, labor, . ,
J. W. Moore, steamer pole, etc.,
W. H. Campbell & Co., painting,
. Howard & Co., mattress, etc
,
Eaton & Ayer, labor,
Batchelder, Woodbury & Co., concreting
Little & Tillotson, fire alarm,
Q. A. Woodward, labor,
A. E. Gay, "...
G. P. Palmer, oil, ....
F. D. Cook & Co., lumber, .
Geo. Phelps, coal, ....
L. P. Duncklee, building fire station
iSmith tfe Lakeman, brick, "
4
24
L. L. Howard, trucking,
J. Harrington, use of horses, .
Smith & Lakeman, setting boiler,
J. Broisseau, labor "
A. Ferrial, " "
J. J. Crawford, boiler, .
S. S. Jackuian & Co., heating apparatus,
Waldo Bros., fire brick,
J. P. S. Otterson & Co., castings,
City Hall Building, brick,
G, W". Badger, staining,
P. Otis & Son, setting glass, .
J. Hosmer, cleaning clock,
S. D. Chandler, cement,
D. Stevens, tools and trucking,
J. F. Wallace, "
Pay Roll, engineers, , . '
" Torrent Co , .
" Niagara Co,, .
" Hook and Ladder Co.,
" Pennichuck Hose Co.,
Overdrawn,
DISTIUCT No. 2.
C. H. LuxD, Commissioner
PAID.
C. L. Scott, labor.






Underhill Edge Tool Co., tools, .
J. Harrington, labor and teams,
A.. S. Eaton & Co., crossings,
J. E. Bailey, gravel,
J. A. Hamilton, labor,
Gervvard & Lamarsh, blacksmith?,
Batchelder, Woodbury & Co., crossings
C. H. Nutt, tools, ....
J. Lamarsh, blacksmith,
F.D. Cook & Co., timber, .
Boothby & Son, blacksmiths,
G. B. Peai-son, surveys, .
K. W.. Emerson, laying brick wall,
Cross & ToUes, lumber, .
G. W. Ne.well, labor, .
J. H. Eaton, " ...
C. B. Jackman, labor on fountain, .
S. U. Chandler, cement,
Pay Rolls, labor, ....
$ 5
26
M. Davis, setting posts, .
Barr & Co., sundries,
S. Morgan, sand,
C B. Jackman, labor, fountain,
Q. A. Woodward, repairing tools,
A. S. Eaton & Co., crossings .
Eaton & Dudley, concreting,
B. C. Buswell, breaking paths,
C. H. Nutt, sundries,














B. F. Cotton, labor
S. Humphrey, "
G. B. Chapman, "
L, Tinker,
























Cross & Tolles, stakes, ....
G. B. Pearson, plans and surveys,
Pay Rolls, labor,
30
J. G. Kimball, insurance,
81
G. P. Greeley, M. D., births and deaths,
J. C. Garland, « " «
W. S. Collins & Son,
G. F. Wilber,
Mrs. Harwood, " " "
E. A. Colburn,
E. F. McQuosten, " "
H. G, Dearborn, " *" "
E. B. Hammond, " " "
J. G. Graves, " " "
C, W. Stanley, witness fees,
H. E. Bennett, "
H. Parkinson, "
Parker and others, execution,
Concord R. R, Co., " costs,
M. W. Oliver, witness fees, .
Asa Knight, execution,
A. W. Sawyer, professional services
Sawyer & Sawyer Jr., do. from 1873
" " " claim, Barrett vs
city,
Catherine Mullin, claim,
S. Williams and wife, claim
Jos. Cheney, "
A. F. Stevens, services,
N. J. Moore, M. D.,testira'y Knight case,
G. P. Greeley, "
W. M. Gilson, col. evidence,
C. W. Hoitt, counsel fees, .
J. F. Savage, taking deposition
Town of Hudson, ligl
Howard & Co., chair,
J.W.Howard, perambulating town lines
Nashua P. O., stamps and postals
Pennichuck W. W., fountains,
Ban- & Co., bolts, etc.. County building
Cross & Tolles, exch. bulletin boards,
Wilkins & Son, livery, (assessors)
4
32
Estate of E. Wheeler care of lot, '78-79,
€. H. Blake,
W. M. Gates, livery, .
James Steele, "...
A. P. Kelsey, labor County building.
Smith & Lakeman, " "
J. F. Wallace,
A. E. Gay, " "
S. S. Jackman, " "
Powers & Clark, elating "
H. F. Richmond, surveying,
<jr. B. Pearson, "
A. E. Sanderson, use oi horse by board
of health, ....
Geo. Davis, posting,
G. W. Nutt, moving dead horse, .
Peter Boisseau, searching canal tor boy
drowned, ....
Geo. E, Tupper, do.
State Reform School, board of children.
Insane Asylum, " " Mei.ster,
Searles, and Ennis,
C. W. Stevens, agt., curbing R. R., Sq.
H. F. Richmond, plans and surveys,




























A. F. Lauten, liquor,
Dunbar & Co., "













M. Burns, labor, $12 00
Barr & Co., tools, 1 25
Nashua Carriage Co , tamping mall., . 85
G. B. Pearson, surveying, ... 2 00
Batchelder, Woodbury & Co., concreting, 908 62
A. S. Eaton & Co , " 520 10







G, H. Brigham & Co., canvas,
Barr & Co., hammers,
Eaton & Dudley, concreting,








Appropriation, ..... $100 00
$100 00
PAID.
A. G. Tinker, Q. M. Grand Army Post, $100 00
$100 00
34
PAUPERS OFF THE FARM.
Appropriation,
35
S. W. Mansfield & Co , shoes for Morri
E. Leclair, order filled, .
A. J. Kockwood, burials Kand, Parks,
and Hazelton, ....
B. F. Cotton, wood for Knowlton,
Eaton & Ayer, " " Thayer, .
E. G. Barker, adoption of child,
James H. Hunt, expenses to Concord,
J. C. Lund, rent of house,
W. S. Atwood, cash paid.
Cross & Tolles, wood to Hamlett, .
James Duffy, care C. A. Foster,
C. Gam ache, " *' "
A. E. Wallace, medicine for Stone,
S. A. Wood, expenses taking Cary to In
sane Asylum,
J. S. Dolan, care of Cary 2 days, .




M. Moraii, committing prisoners
Barr & Co., keys and cordage,
M. A. Taylor, supplies, .
G. E. Heath & Co., wood,
Wilkins & Son, livery, .
G. W. Badger,
W. O. Clough, Asso. Justice,
H. S. Norwell, cloth,
C II. Nutt, sundries,
E. P. Emerson, justice fees,
II. II. Eaton, repaii-ing badges
E. S. Kussell & Co., medicine, (prisoners)
J. Hosmer, cleaning clock,
Mrs. Wills, washing blankets,
Howard & Co., six chairs,
Greenleaf & Co., supplies,
J. H. Morrison, wood,

















J. A. Small, "
T. N. Smith,
O. L. Eaton, "










































0. E. Burnham, services,
.38
PAID.
J. Q. Bradish, stutionery,
R. T. Smith,
Hayes & Arnold, "
W. F. Lavvler,
T. Groom & Co., "
Samuel M. Morse,
"
G, L, Garland, "
Dennison & Brown, treasury book
G. F. King, paper, ,
H. R. Wheeler, printing,
C. E. Clement,
G. E. Bagley,
B. B. & F. P. Whittemore, printing,
M. V. B. Greene, printing and stationery,




C. H. Nutt, tacks, ,
S. A. Wood, cash paid cleaning,











J. Boyd & Son, 2100 feet linen hose, . $2,000 00
$2,000 00




Appropriation, . . . .
41
G. H. Whitney, Overseer Pooi
42
G. B, Pearson, surve
Pay Rolls, labor, .
PAID.
Mayor Pletcher and other trustees,
Amount in the hands of Trustees of
Sinking Fund to date, including





A. E. Sanderson, stove sold, ... 1 20
44
R. McLaren, coal, ....
Geo. Phelps, " . . . .
M. E. Dionne, washing, ,









Balance of School Money unexpended
1879,
S. A, Bent, Supt., tuition, non-residents
School Tax, assessed by law.
Appropriated by City Councils,
Balance Dog Tax, 1878, .
" 1879, .
Literary Fund, 1880,
J. L. H. Marshall, old iron sold,
PAID.
M. V. B. Greene, printing and stationery,
O. C. Moore, " .
C. W. Hoitt, salary and cash paid.
Powers & Clark, labor and stock,
W. M. Gates, janitor,
Nashua Gas Light Co., gas,
G. W. Newell & Co., labor, .
Lee & Shepard, books, .
J. L. Hamnielt, school supplies,
M. C, Barker, labor,
E. T. Perkins, "
G. W, Davis, wrench,
Hiram Campbell, janitor.
Smith & Lakeman, labor,
C. Bullanl,
]'. F. Eaton, "
Ginn «fe Heath, school supi)lies,
45
-J. L. H. Marshall, cash paid, .
'Green & Biirnham, supplies, .
S. A. Bent, cash paid,
Boston School Supply Co., supplies,
H. B. & W. O. Chaniberlin, chemicals,
Maynard & Noyes, ink, .
A, C. Stockin, books,
Estt'8 & Lauriat, supplies,
E. B. Fowera, cash paid,
T. H. Pinkham, labor, .
*
J. Crowley, teaching,
American Metric Bureau, blocks, etc.,
K, T. Smith, supplies,
Howard & Co., "
S.M.Morse
T. Sullivan, oil, etc.,
0^ A. Harris, labor,
C A.Lovejoy, water filter,
H. II. Eaton, repairing clocks,
L. Ur(]uhart, irons,
O. B Jackman, labor,
E. G. Richardson, piano tuning,
R. McLu- en, coal, .
Geo E. Heath & Co., coal,
T. K. Simpson, supplies,
E. P. Gihnan, janitor,
A. E. Gay, labor, .
'ii. W. Moore, trunk,
Kussell & ToUes, trunk,
C O. Whittemore, cleaning, ,
H. F. Dane, wheelbarrow,
Stevens & Blodgett, use of well,
A. A. Saunders " "
Barr & Co , supplies,
H. M. Goodrich, "
A. D.Albee,
Thomas Hall, "
'Eaton & Ayer, saw-dust,
-^reenlcaf & Co., pails, .
6 10
46
A. P. Kelsey, labor,
J. D. Chandler, rent,
J. M. Fai-nswortb, cleaning clock,
C. Richardson, cash paid,
Billings, Clapp & Co., carbo. of lin
Cummings & Green, wood,
M. A. Taylor, pipes, matches, etc ,
G E. Wheat, cloth,
Boothby & Son, repairing barrow,
Reed & Jackman, carpeting, .
A. E. Wallace, chemicals,
C. Knowlton, cleaning, .
C. II. Nutt, supplies,
J. Kennedy, labor,
E. Farmer, painting,
A. Longley, janitor, . . .
J. Harrington, labor,
C. W. Merrow, "
F. Leach,
H. R. Wheeler, printing.
Walker & Austin, labor,
Nashua Gazette Office, printing,
Balcom & Charon, labor Dists. 1 and 2,
A. L. Bixby, trucking, .
F, D. Cook & Co., lumber, .
Cross & Tolles, «
J. F. Wallace, labor,
H. O. Proctor, livery,
G. H. Whitney, repairing iron fence,
Ripley & Son., painting,
G. W. Badger, "
Bingham & Gage, cleaning clocks.
G. Kenny, laboi',
M. B. Stevens, paid for cleaning,
Hall & Whitney, supplies,
L. Prang & Co., " ' .
C. N. Bacon, "
W. Ware,
N, E School Furnishing Co., supplies,
4 00
47
Maynard & Noyes, ink, .
iS. Robbins, cleaning,
J. T. Robbins, cleaning well, .
John Hale, janitor,
J. F. Sloan, shingling, .
A. G.Whitcomb, school furniture
J. F. Andrews, labor,
C. E. Clement, printing, .
Charles Williams, weights,
Nashua Lock Co., keys,
R. M. Sawyer & Co., hogshead,
S. E. Jaquith & Co., paper,
G. A. Rollins & Co., bell trucks,
R. S. Davis & Co., readers,
G. VV. Harris, sprinkling,
L. E. Gould & Co., labor,
H. H. Carter, paper,
Mrs. Durgin, cleaning, .
Batchelder, Woodbury & Co., concret
ing, ....
L. W.Martin, labor.
Com. Board Education, expenses to Bos-
ton, ....
Shattuck & Hall, salt and lime,
S. S. Jackman & Co., labor,
G. W. Nutt, soap,
P. Otis & Son, setting glass,
E. S. Russell & Co., chemicals,
G. H. Brigham & Co., pails,
Pennichuck Water Works, water
Evening School Pay Roll,
Teachers' " "
Janitors' " "
Cleaning Mt. Pleasant School House
11
48
STATE AND COUNTY TAX.
^tate Tax assessed April, 1880, . . $19,888 00





Mechanics Sav. Bank, rent Pearson hall, 30 00
G Scripture, rent of hall, ... 25 00
J, M. Flanders, labor ward room 7, . 3 38






City scrip, July 1, 1863, payable in 25 years,
" " 1, 1863, " " 20-
" bonds Jan. 2, 1865, " " 20
" 2, 1865, " " 30
" note, Oct. 27, 1866, " "20
« " 27, 1866, " " 25
" " 27, 1866, " » 30
" Nov. 23, 1866, " "19
" " 28, 1866, " " 29
" bonds, Aug. 1,1870, " "20
" 1,1870, " "23
" " 1,1871, " "10
" Oct. 1, 1871, " « 20
City bonds, payable in 20 years, dated
July 1, 1872, (in aid of Wilton rail-
road extension) ....
City bonds, payable in 20 years, dated
July 1, 1872, (Nashua & Rochester
railroad) . , . . ,
City bonds, payable in 25 years, dated
July 1, 1876, (to fund the floating
debt)
Outstanding time notes....
Outstanding demand " .
Total debt, Jan. 1, 1880,
Total debt, Jan. 1, 1881,
Decrease of debt during financial year .
ars.
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Heating apparatus, furniture and fixtures
City Hall building ....
Furniture and fixtures, County building
City Farm and buildings
Personal Property at City Farm
City Hospital and furniture .
North Common ....
South Common ....
Land No. Pine street
" Bedell " . .
Engine house, stables and land, Olive st
Property in hands of fire department, as
per Chief Engineer's report .
Horses, harnesses and blankets
Street lamps and fixtures
Highway tools ....
Watering troughs and fountains .
Property in hands of Police Department
Amount due from L. Kittredge, col. 1880





















District No. 1, Lowell road . . . $1,200 00
« « 2, " " . . . 1,000 00
" " 3, Spring street . . . 109,584 13
« " 3, Main street . . . 20,000 00
« " 3, East Pearl street . . 3,500 00
"
3, Palm street . . . 5,000 00
«
3, Mulberry street . . 2,500 00
" « 3, Lake street . . . 12,555 79
«
3, Edgeville, . . . 1,500 00
'* " 4,Belvidere, . . . 3,500 00
«
5, Mt. Pleasant, . . . 51,591 39
« " 6, Amherst road, . . 1,000 00
"
7, Hollis "... 1,000 00
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BiBtrict No. 9, Dunstable road . . 600 00
" 10. " « . . . 1,500 00
" 11. " " . . . 1,200 00























HB9RY W. WEBSTER, THOMAS FLOOD, JOHN' B. FOIStE,
CHARLES A. BAGLEY.
TRUANT OFFICERS,









ENOCH E. CHASE, THOJVIAS FLOOD, JOHN B. FOISIE.
HFNRY W. WEBSTER.
TRUANT OFFICERS,




Nashua, N. H., January, 1881.
To HU Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen,
GeifTLEMEif :—I have the honor to submit herewith the annual
report of the City Watch and Police Department of the City of
Nashua, for the financial year , ending December 31, 1880.
In it, your Flonorable Body will find a summary of duties and
service performed'by the Department, together with some items
and suggestions relative to matters connected therewith, which
may be of interest to the public,
The present force was appointed November 9, "1880, for one
year, and consists of a City Marshal, Assistant Marshal, who is
also Day Watchman, four Night Watchmen, and thirty -one
Special Policemen.
The pay of the Marshal is $500.00 per annum, and commit-
ment fees. That of the Assistant Marshal is $75.00 per annum^
and'of the Watchmen, !f2.00 per day.
ARRESTS AND OFFENCES.
The whole number ot arrests made during the year was three
hundred and ninety-four. Miny of which were for first offences
of a minor character, and the parties were discharged by the
Marslial on probation.
Intoxicated persons . . . . . . . 166
Noisy and disorderly ...... 51




Sentenced suspended by the Court
Nol pros'd
Furnished bonds to appear at Court
Sentence withheld
Permission to leave the city .
Complaint ordered on file.
Committed to the Reform School .
Committed to the Insane Asylum .












In addition to the foregoing record, some of the incidental ser-
vices performed by the department, of which there has been a re-
cord kept, are as follows :
—
Stores found open and secured .... 48
Intoxicated persons assisted home ... 40
Disturbances quelled without arrest ... 17
Drains, vaults and other nuisances reported . . 15
Dangerous sidewalks reported .... 14
Obstructions removed from streets ... 8
Dangerous streets reported 7
Lost children restored 5
Obstructions removed from sidewalks ... 4
Fires extinguished without alarm..... 2
Dead bodies recovered ...... 1
STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED.
The amount of property reported to the Marshal a.s lost and
stolen during the year was $1,685.00. The amount recovered and
restored to the owners was $1,470.00.
FINANCIAL.
The pay roll of the Cith Watch for the







Amount of Police pay roll and other ex-
penses of the Police Department . $1,026.41
Amount of fines and costs received from
Police and Supreme Courts, and
into the City Treasury . . . 958.01
Deficit $68.40
LODGERS.
The whole number of persons appearing at the Police Station
for food and lodgings during the year was 207. Of this number
there were very few of the type of the professional tramp. The
tramp law of 1878, which reduced the number of tramps in this
city from 1034 in that year, to 147 in the year following, is still
fresh in his memory. Although the number is larger than that •i
jast year, still it is smaller than any preceding year since 1867
being the same as was recorded in that year.
DRUNKENNESS.
It will be seen that the number of arrests for this offence is
larger than that of last year. This may be accounted for in part
from the fact that busines is better, money more plenty, new in-
dustries have started up, and a larger floating population has been
brought into the city. It* is the custom when arrests are made for
ja first offence of this kind, and, especially if the person has a
family, and manifests a disposition to reform, to let them go when
;5ober without further punishment.
Among the more important arrests made during the year were
Iwo for housebreaking. They were caught robbing a house in the
southern part of the city, and were .tried at the September
terra of the Supreme Court, convicted, and are now serving oui
their sentence in the State Prison at Concord.
The Telephone and Fire Alarm were connected with the
Marshal's office early in the season, and are found to be of great
^alue to the Department.
I desire to call the attention of your honorable body to the sub-
ject of an increase of the number of Night Watchmen. I would
recommend that the regular force be increased by two men. With
^he present number it is impossible for the city to be properly
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guarded. It is essential that the first officer or Ca[>t. of the Watch
should be at or near the station ; one officer has Ward five, leav-
ing but two to guard the remainder of the city. And I think
the growing interests of the city demand an additional force. I
trust that your honorable body will give the matter your early
consideration.
In conclusion I would say that my relations with the officers of
The Department have always been of the most pleasant and
harmonious character. I have found them ever ready to respond
promptly and cheerfully, when called upon to perform any duty.
And it is a matter of satisfaction that a spirit of good feeling exists
among the members generally, without Avhich it is impossible to
have an efficient police force. My dealings with officers of other
cities have always been pleasant. Whenever occasion has
occurred they have been free to render assistance in any possible
way.
I hereby extend my thanks to His Honor the Mayor, and other
members of City Councils tor their support^ and also to the Hon.
J. B. Fassett, Police Justice, and C. W. Hoyt, Clerk of the Court,
to whom lam indebted for valuable counsel and assistance in
the performance of my duties.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES H. HUNT, City Marshal
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EEPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
To His Honor the Mayor and the City Councils:
Gentlemen : The Board of Health respectfully submits the
following summary of
SEEVICES PERPOEMED DURING THE PAST MUNICIPAL YEAR.
About the first of January the small pox broke out in the fam-
ily of Louis Charpenter, No. 65 Walnut street. The family con-
sisted of father, mother, and seven children. The City Hospital
was immediately put in proper condition, and the family removed
there. Two of the children were sick at the time of removal, and
another one was taken soon after. One died. The others recov-
ered.
March 6th, the wife of Charles Nute, residing No. 92 Chestnut
street, was taken with the same disease. The house was quaran-
tined, and every precaution taken to prevent the spread of the
terrible disease. It is a matter of congratulation that the efiorts
used were successful.
At the time of the breaking out of the small pox it was found
necessary to make some improvements at the City Hospital. A
wood-shed was built, a pump, cooking stove, pipe for heating
stove, crockery, bedding, etc., furnished, to the amount of ninety
dollars. With the expense of running the Hospital, vaccinating
the poor children of the city, amounted to $736 88. It was, also,
found necessary to destroy quite an amount of infected bedding
at the hospital. For full expense of small pox to the city, see
Treasurer's I'eport.
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INVOICE OF GOODS AT THE CITY HOSPITAL
The following is a complete invoice of the furniture and house
keeping fixtures at the City Hospital.
1 cook stove and furniture
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REPOKT OF THE CITY PHYSICIAN.
To the Ilonorahle Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen :—The City Physician has but little of interest to
report, having been in office but two months of the present muni-
cipal year.
One death has occurred undei- my care, of which the history of
the case was as iollows : Patient contracted measles in the
spring of '80, after the common career of the disease convalescense
was established when the patient from undue exposure took cold
fvnd had a severe attack of bronchitis, which left her with a
chronic bronchitis, which caused but little trouble till the pa-
tient contracted another cold in the autumn of the same year,
after which she began failing and died of "pulmonary phthisic"
in December.
The duties at the City Farm have been very few compared to
the duties about town. The whole number of visits to city
patients during my term of office nmuber 64. One of these
patients was reported as being insane, and prompt measures were
taken to mvestigate his case, which proved his insanity. Imme-
diate action was taken and he was placed in the State Insane
Asylum at Concord, where he is doing well.
Too much praise cannot be given my predecessor and his
associates on the board of health in stamping out that loathesome
imd fiatal disease, smallpox, which visited our city during the
w inter of '79 and '80. Rigid quarantine was enforced preventing
further infeclion, while the tenements which were infected were
cleansed by fumigation, and in this way the virus was destroyed
5
which might have remained in an effective condition for months
and even years.
The Superintendent of schools should be remembered as ren-
dering valuable service b}- enforcing the city ordinance relating
to the vaccinating of children in the public schools. In this way
a large number of children unprotected by vaccination were
vaccinated and so rendered less liable to contract this most loathe-
some disease.
One hundred and six children were vaccinated by the city phy-
sician on orders from the chairman ot board of health.
During the summer of '80 an epidemic of measles swept,
through this city, the mortality of which as is usual was very small.
At present there is no prevailing disease. A few cases of diphtheria^
scarlet and typhoid fevers were reported during the past few
months, but seem to be in a mild form and but few cases have'
proved fatal.
JOSIAH K WOODWARD, M. D.
City Physician,




•TRUSTEES OF THE CITY LIBRARY.
To the Honorable City Councils :
Gentlemen,—The Trustees ot the City Library hereby pre-
sent their annual report for the year ending December 31, 1880.
The advantages derived from the use of the library are con-
stantly becoming better appreciated by the people of Nashua and
its usefulness is steadily on the increase. It is a means of infor-
mation, or rather of education, for the whole people, the impor-
tance of which ouglit not to be overlooked or underestimated.
General diffusion of knowledge and learning in a community is
declared by our State constitution to be essential to the preserva-
tion of a free government. Adequate?provision for a good pub-
lic library at public expense is now generally recognized as a
wise exercise of authority by public officials.
The trustees feel called upon to recommend and urge a larger
appropriation and provision for more convenient and extensive
rooms. Revival of business and returning prosperity in every
branch of industry, with the consequent increase of population
makes it a fitting time for such an additional expenditure. The'
Treasurer's report shows that the larger part of the present ap_
propriation is absorbed in paying the librarian's salary and for
repairing books, leaving comparatively a small amount for pur_
chasing additional books. An additional appropriation of five
hundred dollars is almost a necessity, and under the circumstance*
we think would be reasonable.
We feel impelled to reiterate the statements in former reports,
in regard to the imperative want of a larger room and more book
shelves. The demand is now still more pressing. All of the
shelves in the temporary book stands occupying the body of the
library room will be filled by the books already ordered.
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The trustees do not feel called upon to suggest any particular
place at the present time, yet they feel confident that any arrange,
raent whereby a portion of the first floor of the City Hall build-
ing could be a]>])ro])riated for the use of the library and a reading
room would meet the unanimous approval of the people of
Nashua.
It might be well to consider whether accommodations might not
also be provided for the collections of the Nashua Historical 'Soci-
ety, on conditions that they should be open to the public. These
collections, although at present small, have a character and utility












Trustees of the Puhlic Library.
E. P. Emerson, Treasurer., in account with Puhlic Library.
Dr.
1880.
Jan. 3, To balance in the treasury
Mar. Bl, " received of the Librarian for
fines ....
June 26, " received of the Librarian for
fines . .
July 2, " received of the city one-
half appropriation .
Dec, 20, " received of the city one-
half appropriation ,





" 31, By cash paid H. D.Noyes & Co.
books . . l.«l 30
1881.





Nashua, Jan. 1, 1881.
The undersigned, Auditing Committee for the Trustees of the
Public Library, have examined the within account of the Trea-
surer, E, P. Emerson, and find the disbursements properly vouched,






Nashua, Jan, 1, 1881.
To the Trustees of tha Public Library :
Since the last report, given January 1, 1880, the Library has
been open for tlie delivery of books two hundred and seventy-
eight days, duiing which time thirty-four thousand one hundred
oinety-five books have been delivered, an average of one hundred
and twenty-three each day. Three books have been lost during
the veai'.





To the Honorahle Mayor and City Councils of the City of
Nashua
:
I have the honor to submit herewith my report as City So-
licitor for the past year.
Mary J. R. Barrett vs. Nashua.
Settled by paying plaintiff eighty doHars, September term, 1880,
Martha A. Parker^ 1
Elizabeth S. Parker^ V vs. Nashua.
Clara A Far-banks^ )
September term, 1880, judgment was rendered for plaintiffs, ao-
cording to the order of the law term, for $158.50.
Stephen mUiams, )
^^ ^^^^^^^Mary S. Williams, )
Settled September term, 1880, by paying plaintiffs $400.00.
Joseph Cheeney vs. Nashua.
Settled September term, 1880, by paying plaintiff $50.00.
Asa Knights vs. Nashua.
Tried September term, 1880. The trial resulted in a verdict for
the plaintiff for |600 00 with costs, $646.53. See history in former
reports.
Aaro7i W. Saunjer vs. Nashua.
Petition for abatement of taxes. Sei)tember term, 1880, judg-
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ment was rendered in tavor of the city according to the order of
the law term.
Edward Spalding vs. Nashua.
Same as Sawyer case above.
George A. Ramsdell vs. Nashua.
Same as Sawyer cafe above.
Solomon Spalding vs. Nashua.




Entered in court September term, 1880. This is a claim for
damages to person by reason of defect in the sidewalk on West
Pearl street. Still continued on court docket.
Catherine Mullin vs. Nashua.
Settled September term, 1880, by paying plaintiff $125.17.
Lewis B. Ball vs. Nashua.
Bill in equity to recover damages by reason of city not com-
pelling owners of lots on Sargent's Avenue to build according to
agreement. Still on the docket.
Emily G. Clark vs. Nashua.
Claim $5000 for damages to person by reason of defect in side-
walk on West Olive street.
Lizzie A. Wheeler vs. Nashua.
Claim $1000 for damages to p rson by reason of defect in side-
walk on Spring street.
Be?ijamin Fuller vs. Nashua.
Claim $1000 for damages to person by reason of defeet in side-
walk on Main street near Baker's fish market.
Cosmo Lund vs. Nashua.
Claim $1000 for damages to person by reason of defect in side-
walk on Crown street.
W.A. Ackerma)i vs. A^ashua.
Claim $200 for damages to person by reason of defect in side-
walk on Vine street.
John Harrod vs. Nashua.
Claim $100 for damages to person by reason of defect in side
walk oh Crown street.
Suits I ave not yet been brought upon the claims thus enumer-
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ated lor defective sidewalk.s, as claimed, by reason of the snow
and ice encumbering them. Only the necessary preliminary steps
have been taken. Considerable doubt is entertaiaed in regard to
the validity of them.
ROYAL D. BARNES,
City Solicitor.




CHIEF ENrilNEER OF FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Nashua, N. H,, Jan. 1881.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Jn com})liincc' with tlie pixn-isiions of seclion 6 of the city or-
'Hnance, relative to tlic Fire De|tartineiiT, I hereby submit the fol-
H-iiig report of fires, losses and insurance, as near as could be
.tscertained. Also the condition of ))ro])erty in the department
working force, location of reseivoirs ;ind hydrants, and such other
information as may be of interest to your iionorable body.
'FiriES AND ALARMS.
Tiie Depart ment has been called out by alarms twenty-five
times during the year; fifteen were working fires, two fires in the
Moods one of which was extinguislied by the De|)artment with
shovels, one false alarm, seven alarms which were unnecessary
:ind at whicb our services were not needed. Total value of prop-
erty destroyed *38,93f).75, insurance on tlie same, $14,944. 75»
making a total loss <.f $18,991.0(1.
FIRES IN 1880.
Jan. 3, 12.55 a. m. Factory street, building owned by Anthony
Gage and Fisher heirs; caused by ashes in a wooden box. Loss
trifling.
Jan. 6, 7.45 p. m. Nashua Iron & Steel Go's yard, Hollis street
;
wood frame building used as gas house ; catise, accidental explo-
sion. Loss $1,000, insured 11,000.
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Jail. 28, 11.30 p. M. Barn between Spring and Quincy streets,-
owned by J. M. Flanders ; cause, incendiary. Loss 1700, insured
$375.
Jan. 30, IOkP. m. Worcester & Nashua Railroad Company's
passenger depot between Main and Spring streets; cause, incendi-
ary. Loss $300, fully insured.
Jan. 30, 12 p. m. Spring street lumber yard of F. D. Cook &
Co , cottage houses of C. P. Bradley and Mrs. Samuel McKean,
and dwelling house of Andrew Harwood, Eldridge street ; cause^
incendiary. Loss $.3,398, insurance $2,718.
March 24, 2.20 p.m. Harbor avenue, house and barn owned by
Edward Clark; cause unknown. Loss $1,246, insurance $1,196.
March 31, 10 p. >r. Orange street, wood frame tenement block
owned by Beasom heirs, basement occupied for store and shops ?
cause unknown Loss $2,375, insurance $1,800. .
April 5, 8.20 p. m. Bowers street, wood frame building owned
and occupied by P'letcher, Webster & Co , as a furniture manufac-
tory ; cause from fire under boiler. Loss, Fletcher, Webster &
Co., $10,000, insurance, $3,400 ; help, on tools, $300, no insurance.
April 6, 3.30 a. m. Caused by tire breaking out in the ruins of
Fletcher, Webster & Co's furniture manufactory, still alarm.
April 6.6 p. M. Caused by fire breaking out in the ruins of
Fletcher & Webster Furniture Co.
April 20, 7 p. m. False alarm,
April 25, 2 p. m. Fire in the woods on land owned by Georgo
Stark.
May 9, 2 p. m. Fire in the woods on new Dunstable road.
May 10, 8.10 p. m. Alarm caused by burning of brush at Edge-
ville.
June 2, 9.10 p. m. Alarm caused by the buruhig of a barn near
Taylor's Falls bridge In Hudson owned by J. Carnes.
June 10, 6.50 p. m. School street, wood frame house owned by
Humphrey Couitney ; cause, burning out of a chimney. Loss
trifling.
June 24, 9,40 a. m. Pine street, house, shed and barn, owned
by L. F. Locke; cause unknown. Loss $1,200, insurance $950.
June 29, 4 p. m. Corner Washington and Water streets, frame
dwelling owned by John Mullin; cause unknown. Loss $50, fully
insured.
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July 11, 1 r. M. On line of Nashua & Acton railroad, lot of
old railroad ties owned by Concord railroad; cause, incendiary.
Loss $200.
July 29, 2.50 p. u. Front street, dwelling house owned by Jo-
seph Greeley; cause, child ))layin2; with matches. Loss §23 50,
insurance $12.50.
Oct. 18. Water street, house owned by John Mullin ; cause,
-defective chimney. Loss small, fully insured.
Oct. 18, 6.50 r. M. Clay street, frame dwelling owned by Dr.
E. B. Hammond. No loss.
Nov. 21, 8.30 A. M, Main street, store under Baptist church oc-
cupied by McQuesten & Co ; owned by Baptist society; caused
•Iby furnace pipe. Loss, f 175, fully insured.
Dec. 8, 6.45 p. m. Chimney in tenement block on South Cen-
,il street, owned by Sawyer, Jr. ^ No loss.
i>ec. 30, 9.5 A. M. Main street, cor. Temple, Telegrajjh block,
.brick, owned by H. C. Little, occupied for stores, printing and
.other offices. Cause ashes. . Loss to occupaiits 11,848 25, fully
insured; loss to II. C. Little $1,120, fully insured.
APPARATUS.
The ap])aratu> consists of three Am')skeag steam fire engines,
.two of which have hose tenders attached capable of cai-rving 600
feet 2 1-2 inch hose each, two tour-wheeled hose carriages carry-
• ing 1000 feet 2 1-2 inch liose each,.one four-wheeled hose carriage
-capable of carrying six hundred feet 2 1-2 inch hose, one hook and
ijadder truck complete, also carrying one Bangor extension ladder
# "There are also two spare hose carriages, ancient things, one at
5*''orge shop with 450 feet of hose, and one at Eaton & Ayer's with
:200 feet hose, the hose on both being of a poor quality.
The aj)paratus at the house is in good condition, except Torrent
tsteamer No. 1, her boiler being considered unsafe has been con-
vdemned, and by instruction of the committee on fire department
has been sent to Manchester to have it replaced by a new one, the
'.cost of boiler to be |900, the other repairs which will necessarily
Ihave to be done to her w-ill increase thai amount to a considerable
.extent,
MANUAL FOKCE.
The manual force of the department consists of one Chief and
<'ive Assistant Engineers, seventeen members each of Torrent
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steamer No. 1 and Niagara No, 2, nine members of Pennichuck
Hose Co. No. 2, and eighteen members of Union Hook and Lad-
der Co. No. 1.
HOSE.
There is at the present time belonging to the department, 3900
feet of cotton, rubber-lined hose in good condition ; 2300 feet of
leather, not reliable for hard service
;
^200 feet of rubber not good,
condemned ; 450 feet at Forge and 200 at Eaton & Ayer's not
good. During the year 1350 feet of leather hose has been con-
demned and sold, and we shall have to dispose of more of it in
the same raa'nner as fast as we have occasion to use it. We have
but little more than one-half the amount of reliable hose we re-
quire, and I would respectfully recommend, either by an increase
of the appropriation or by special appropriation, the purchase
duiing the present year of 1000 feet of the best cotton, rubber
lined hose.
RESERVOIKS.
Most of the reservoirs are in good condition ; the ones located
on Cross street and in the Belvidere school yard are worthless
and will remain so until they are furnished with supply pipes. I
would recommfend the building of a new reservoir in the vicinity
of the Concord depot, the supply of water in tl^at locality *is not
sufficient for fire purposes. The value of and the reliance to be
placed in our hydrants is as well known to your honorable body
as to myself, but I would recommend the purchase and setting of
post hydrants on those streets where new mains have been laid
and where the supply is sufficient frt their use.
The fire stations in Pearson's avenue and on the old Ferry road
are in good condition. The one on Temple street is not consid-
ered reliable, and I would suggest that a thorough examination be
made of the same in the spring and either placed in good condi-
tion or condemned.
During the year a new boiler has been placed in the engine
house and the house repiped, a mxich'needed improvement. It
works excellently and consumes no more fuel than the old one,
the entire expense of which was paid from the regular appropria-
tion. The house has also been connected by telephone with t.h?
telephone stations. I have not seen enough of its workings to
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be able to judge of its value as a tire alarm, but iu my opinion it
is not worth to this department the amount which the city is an-
nually called upon to expend for it. In my opinion the only
thing to be relied upon to locate fires, and avoid false and unnec-
essary alarms, is the establishment ot a fii-e alai-m telegraph,
which I am in hopes we shall be able to have at no distant day.
Having but recently assumed charge of the Department, I have
experienced no little difficulty in making out this report, but have
endeavored to make it as explicit as possible, under the circum-
stances. I find the department composed of good men, faithful
and efficient in the discharge of their duties, a credit to the city
and to His Honor, under whose charge they have been for the
past two years. During the few weeks I have held this position
I have received many favors from His Honor the Mayor, the
Committee on Fire Department and members ot the City Gov-
ernment, for which my thanks are due and are hereby respectfully
tendered, and also through you to the Board of Engineers, Officers
and Members of the Fire Department for the faithful and efficient





' OFFICERS OF FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Chief Engineer, ¥11 kl^K A. BARNEY,
Age, 36 ; occupation, grocer ; residence^ 85 Vine street.
First Assistant, JOHN H. CLARK.
Age, 30 ; occupation, book-keeper ; residence, East Pearl street.
Second Assistant, E. H. PARMENTER.
Age, 34; occupation, shuttle maker; residence, South Middle
street.
Third Assistant, E. F, HADLOCK.
Age, 39 ; occupation, carpenter ; residence, 82 Canal street.
Fourth Assistant, CHARLES H. WHITNEY.
Age, 29; occupation, moulder; residence, 41 Walnut street.
Fifth Assistafit, JOEl^ F. EATON.
Age, 29; occupation, stone cutter; rendence, 74 South Cen'.ral
street.
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TORRENT STEAM FIRE ENGINE COMPANY, No. 1.
Name.




No. 1. Between East and West Concord streets, near Gen. Stark's fence.
2. Corner East Concord and Laton streets.
3. Near Indian Head House.
4. Front of Ziba Gay's, 34 feet 6 inches from mark on house.
5. Near Wilton railroad track on Main street.
6. Front of late Joel Carter's house on Franklin street.
7. Front of late J. B. Chapman's house, Franklin street.
8. Corner Orange and Lock streets.
9. Opposite freight depot.
10. Canal, opposite Cross street.
11. Opposite No. 1 boarding house, Jackson corporation.
12. Pearson's avenue, in sidewalk.
13. Corner Main and Park streets.
14. Front of Eagle Card Co's shop. Water stree^..
15. Water street, front of Eaton & Ayer's foundry .building.
16. Water street, upper end.
17. Front of City Hall, in street crossing.
18. Main street, front of M. E. church.
19. Main street, front of Pearl street church.
20. Mpin .street, front of late Gen. Hunt's house.
21. Near W. & N. R.j,R., Main street.
22. Main, head of Prospect street.
23. Factory, opposite Mechanic street.
24. Factory, corner of Clay street.
25. In Nashua Manufactuiing Co.'s yard, near gate.
26. High street, near Houston's well.
27. West Pearl, head of Elm street.
28. West Pearl, crossing of Walnut street.
29. West Pearl, Chestuut street.
30. West Pearl, crossing Vine street.
31. West Pearl, crossing Ash street.
32. Chestnut, near corner of South Central street.
33. Chestuut, opposite H. C. Paige's house.
34. Chestnut, south of railroad track.
35. East Olive street, opposite C. P. Gage's house.
36. Church street, head of Cottage avenue,
37. Temple street, opposite C B. Hill's.
38. Temple street, near Buxton's avenue.
39. Junction of Temple and Pearl, opposite South street.
40. Temple street, opposite Foundry yard.
41. Temple street, in Foundry yard.
42. Temple, corner Amory, near Elm tree.
43. East Pearl street, opposite C. H. Nutt's.
44. East Pearl street, corner Mason street.
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45. HoUis street, opposite W. & N. freight depot, in sidewalk.
46. Hollis street, opposite Warner & Whitney's counting room.
47. Hollis street, in Warner & Whitney's yard.
48. Hollis street, corner of Dearborn street.
49. Hollis street, opposite forjre.
50. Hollis street, opposite forge.
61. Hollis street, lower end of forge.
62. Auburn street, opposite Peacock's house.
53. Mulbury street, corner South Elm street.
54. Kinsley, corner Vine street.
55. Front of late F..G. Greene's house,
LOCATION OF RESERVOIRS.
Amherst, near Auburn street.
Abbot Squars, between Amherst and Concord streets.
Orange Square, between Lock and Oranjje streets.
At crossing of Cross and Central street.
Brl'lge street, north side of School District lot.
East Concord street, opposite G. A. Rnrasdeirs.
Temple street, William's foundry yard.
Temple street, corner of Main street.
Corner of Factory and Chestnut streets.
Hollis, head of Quincy street.
Corner of Hollis and Chestnut streets.
Crossing of Walnut and Kinsley streets.
Crossing of Hollis street and Alld's road.
Crossing of Temple and Cottage streets.
Main, head of Prospect street.
Corner of Greene and Locust streets.
Abbot street, near school-hous ;.
Crossing Main and Pearl streets.
Arliugton, head of South Aubirn street.
FIRE STATIONS.
Pearson's avenue, front of Otis Kend.iU's house.
Temple street, rear of Charles Williams' house.
Merrimack river, old ferry road.
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R E P O E T
SUPERINTENDENT OF CITY FARM.
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen :
Gentlemen : I hereby siibmit my report as Superintendent of
the City Farm and House of Correction for the year ending Jan-
uary 1, 1881.
*
As the bills that have passed through the hands of and been
aj)proved by the committee on the farm will be piinted in detail,
I shall confine \\\\ report more particularly to the financial and
other matters not embraced in the above.
The amount of cash I have received from various sources is as
follows :
F'or labor of men and teams . . . $452 17
milk 244 94
eggs, 17 22
produceof various kinds . . . 280 60
board 63 52
fines and costs .... 38 60
miscellaneous articles ... 30 67
$1,127 72
Of the above sums received, I have paid as follows:
For men's labor . .
women's labor
pasturing cattle ....
fertilizers . . . .
hay
butter ......
other matters, the items of which are
in the City Clerk's office as given
in my quarterly reports
Paid to City Treasurer to balance .
1533 02
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makers can so nicely adjust their prices to the value of the crop
raised as to nearly take the whole crop to pay for the fertilizer,
An acute observer once remarked that he had noticed that large
rivers always ran by large towns. The same person might notice
that large streams of profit flow by the manufactories of fertilizers
rather than among the farmers. I should, like to give some ac-
count of the results of different kinds of manure applied, but
have already extended this article too long. Suffice i+ to say that
in my experience I have found the hay crop to almost invariably
pay a good percentage above cost of labor and money expended
to raise k,. Corn and oats have also paid well, while other crops
have been more variable.
The number of paupers supported the
whole or part of the year is . . 1(>
Number of prisoners rec'd during year . 32
Males 26
Females 6
No. of weeks board furnished paupers . 371
" " " " prisoners . 153
Males 115
Females....... 38
Total no. weeks board furnished inmates 524
There is a balance against the farm for 1880 of $1 848.59,
costing for board about $3.53 per week, including clothing, medi-
cines, etc. This sum is relatively larger than that of institutions
supporting a larger number of .inmates, but it should be remem-
bered that the expense it takes to heat, repair and insure the builci-
ings, etc., would not be much increased if the houae was filled to
its full capacity of about fifty individuals.
In concluding my report I desire to express my thanks to the
committee having the farm in charge for their cordial co-opera-
tion ill the management of the same, to Ex-Marshal, Wm. O.
Clough and the police department generally for favors and assist,
ance rendei*ed. The thanks of myself and wife are especially due
to neighbors who assisted us during the sickness of some of the
inmates. And last but not least to those clergymen who offici-
ated at the fanerals of those who have died during the year, visited
them in sickness and pointed them to the Saviour, the only hope
alike of the rich and the poor.
JAMES C. PARKER, Superintendent,
FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
BOARD OF EDUOATIOJST,
Superintendent of Public Schools
CITY OF NASHUA,
WITH THE




In Boakd of Education, February 3, 1881.
The Superintendent presented the annual report for the year 1880.
Voted, To accept the report and to print the usual number of copies.
.
C. W. HOITT, Clerk.
BOARD OF EDUCATIO]^.
ORGANIZATION FOR 1880-81-
Hon. EDWARD SFALDING, President.
CHARLES W. HOITT, Clerk.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
J^or the Term ending 1881.
Joseph W. Howard, C. V. Dearbqt^n,
Webster Hussey, George B. French.
I^or the Term ending 1882.
Edward Spalding, John O'Donnell,
John L. H, Marshall, James B. Fassett-.
For the Term ending 1883.
Charles W. Hoitt, John K. Hosfobd,
Charles Holman, Edward E. Parkek,
S. Arthur Bent, Superintendent of Schools.
Office, High School Building.
Regular Meeting of School Board last Thursday evening of
each month, at 7 1-2 o'clock.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Accounts and Finance.—Messrs. Hussey, Dearborn and Hol-
man.
School Houses and Supplies.—Messrs, Hoitt, Howard and Fas-
sett.
Text Books and Teachers.—Messrs. O'Donnell, Hoitt, French,
Dearborn and Parker.
Boundaries and Assignme?its.—Messrs. Hosford and Marshall*
Music.—M^srs. Hussey and Hosford.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
Jliffh School.—Messrs. Spalding, Hoitt, French and Dearborn.
Mount Pleasant—Messrs. Howard, Fassett and Parker.
Main street.—Messrs. O'Donnell, Hussey and Holman.
JPalm and Mulberry streets.—Messrs. Hosford and Hussey,
Harbor School House.—Messrs. Marshall and Parker.
Belvidere, Mast Pearl Street and Edgeville.—Messrs, O'Don-
nell and Holman.
Suburban Schools.—Messrs. Dearborn and Marshall.
SUPEEINTENDENT'S REPORT.
Gentlemen of the Board of Education of the City of Nashua :
I respectfully submit the fourteenth annual report of the public
schools of Nashua, for the year 1880. The necessity of increased
school accommodation urged upon the attention of the Board
and the community during the past year seems to be now thor-
oughly understood. A large district, sitiiated midway between
ovei'-crowded schools, and at considerable distance from them,
contained one hundred and twenty children, who, unable to ob-
tain certificates of school attendance, were living in a state of
compulsor^y idleness and ignorance. Two small rooms, taken by
the special committee for temporary use, proved entirely inade-
quate for the purpose, and were given up at the end of the school
year. They were, nevertheless, crowded by more than eigtity
scholars, whose attendance and deportment compared favorably
with those of regular pupils. The City Council having now ap-
pointed a committee, to which two of your own number have
been joined, authorized to purchase a piece of land, on or near
Chandler street, and report estimates of the cost of a wooden
fchool house, we may hope that by the beginning of the next
school year a large population of permanent residents may enjoy
the same facilities as the other sections of the city.
The change in the methods of instruction in the primar}' schools,
briefly noticed in my last report, has been thoroughly tested and
approved. These new methods, which have been brought to the
attention of the country by the persistent advocacy of enlight-
ened friends of education, and by attacks upon them unequalled
in the history of educational reform, are now thoroughly in-
trenched in the school systems of the most advanced coramuni-
ties. They may now be said to constitute the treatment of the
minc| of the primary scholar, because, teaching through the eye
rather than by the memory, they adapt themselves to the mental
condition of the child, and follow the natural process of observa-
tion, by which the mind at that age acquires knowledge and de-
velopment. It is not the least argument in their favor that now
children enjoy going to school, although it has not been hitherto
considered necessary to regard the feelings of children of this age
towards their school duties. Good will, interest, and enthusiasm
have been called factors of success only at that later period, when
the mind was thought to be sufficiently developed to perceive for
itself the benefit of a liberal education. It is now a curious retro-
spect to consider the steps in the cramping process once known
as primary education. At fiv e years of age the child, immediately
on his entrance to school, was taught his letters, the most unaided
mental operation he will encounter until he begins the study of
Greek or German. That surmounted, which in itself had no con-
nection with reading, but was independent of, and preliminary to
it, he separated words back into letters, giving them sounds, often
exactly the opposite of those by which he was originally taught to
recognize them. A teacher who wrote a good hand would print
these words on the blackboard, and the scholar would likewise
learn to print, so that he could himself use the accomplishment
when he became a teacher, that being the onlj' occupation in life
in which it would be needed. Writing was a serious and separate
business, to be taken up once or twice a week, and practiced in a
position entirely contrary to the natural one, which he will adopt,
if he can, when he has passed out of school. The study of arith-
metic was begun by declaiming in concert, in a sing-song tone^
which made anything but "a concord of sweet sounds," numbers
from one to a hundred, the connection of these numbers with ob-
jects tangible to the eye and mind being reserved, his eye being
less mature than his memory, until a primary arithmetic showed
him not the objects themselves, but pictures of them. Was
school, it was pertinently asked, a play-room, that toys should be
brought into it? He further developed his musical powers by
singing the multiplication table to some popi^lar or patriotic tune,
and in this way avoided skipping from number to number irregu-
larly, which would have confused, him. When he came out into
the floor to read he was cautioned to walk quietly, and was drawn
up with his class on a chalk line, the teacher's attention being first
directed to seeing that not a toe obtruded over it, order being the
school-room's first law. He was early taught to spell, and the
more impossible the word to creep into his comprehension, the
greater the merit when it fastened itself mechanically to his mem-
ory. But to use the words naturally occurring in such simple ex-
ercises as befit infant minds, to read a sentence which should at
once be a writing exercise, a spelling lesson, and a drill in lan-
guage, to thus combine various modes of instruction, and in doing
one thing do much, was unknown to the inflexible divisions of
school hours into distinct times for reading what was not to be
spelled, for spelling what was not read, and for writing what was
neither read nor spelled. When the child had thus exhausted
the day's programme, and himself, by rote exercises and incompre-
hensible feats of memory, he was allowed to remain idle, and the
teacher who could most successfully repress the surviving ten-
dency to restlessness during this vacant period was the best disci-
plinarian. Sometimes, to withdraw her mind from this particular
division of her class, she gave out to them parti-colored sticks to
play with, suspending thus for her own convenience the prohibi-
tion of toys. It was reserved for the partisans of later systems to
discover that a child would i-ather do something than nothing?
and that he will occupy himself with writing or drawing, or ar-
ranging the blocks he uses in number-exercises, without fatigue.
It is not surprising that a teacher remarked that formerly her
chiet concern was to keep order, but that now she was too busy
to think of order, to which she might have added that her class
was also too busy to think of disorder.
To say that we are now doing quite the opposite of what was
formerly thought correct, sufiiciently indicates the new departure
of primary schools. Observation is the.underlying principle of
the system, as it is at home from the earliest years, as it is later in
the kindergarten, and in schools to which the theory ot the kin-
dergarten is applied on a larger scale. A teacher stands before
her class and the primer chart with a piece of crayon in her hand,
and every new word oji the chart is written on the blackboard.
Every such word is developed for and by the child, until, heard
and seen in all the relations and connections which his mind can
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grasp, it becomes fixed in his memory, and these words are among
those which ai-e included in his slender vocabulary, or may be
added to it, and which, being able to speak them, he may now
learn to read. Not only does he see them written, but he writes
them himself, and seeing them written con-ectly, he spells them
correctly. Thus to see is to read, and to write is to spell, and it
will remain true for the rest of his school life. He learns num-
bers and the relation of numbers at the same time by seeing them
before him on a table, and evolving from them their possible
combinations. These combinations include what was once known
as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, taught sep-
arately when arithmetic was something to remember and not to
see, but now and henceforth to be taught together, whether the
child combine and separate five units or five hundred. And after
a day of such work he goes home, thinking that he has been
playing with blocks, and all work in school to him is play, and
play is work. In such a school there is no idle hour, no Avaiting
for the bell to ring, no learning and reciting by rote, no undue
mental strain, but a constant activity in the direct line of the
child's mental capacity. His mind grows, as his body, unknown
to himself, and this natural mental growth is the true education,
not learning unknown names of things as foreign to him as the
products of another planet.
Something yet remains. His words increase and the power of
expression with them. Language as an art, if not as a science,
should be developed as early as the words develop themselves.
Not only should the child read words on the chart, or write them
on his slate, he should combine them in sentences of his own.
This is also an invention of the innovators in primary education,
and may be condemned as an infrmgeraent of the rights of gram-
mar schools, where "compositions once a term" is found in the
best regulated programmes. A sentence was something in a
book, nothing in a child's mouth ; something to be parsed, at a
later period, when the child's bad grammar was ineradicably
fixed in daily life. But on the contrary, to develop correct forms
of colloquial speech is as much the duty of the primary teacher
as to teach correct pronunciation. The countless operations of
nature are unfolding themselves in as many possible expressions,
and the ever-widening observation of the child needs but to be
transferred to a daily growing vocabulary. He sees many things
in a school-room besides books, and 'the difierent actions of his
school life afford an ever-varying subject of language exercise^
Here, as in writing and numbers, we know nothing of the latent
capability of childhood until we evoke it by natural experiment.
Some teachers have caught the secret of this power of expression,,
and exhibit charming productions, like the following written by a
child eight years old :
"My teacher wants me to write all I can think of about this picture
she gave me. There is a little boy, he is quite pretty I think, He is
kneeling down and his bands are put together, as though he was praying,
and he is looking up where God is, and asking him to show him the way
home. I think he is lost in the woods, for there are trees all around him.
He seems very lonely and looks sad. Perhaps he hasn't any mother. I
hope he will find his way home soon, for the clouds look black. I think it
is going to rain."
Although I know that teachers call for original sentences in
connection with other studies, I regret to find a place for distinct
language exercises in but one order of recitation this term, and
that from the teacher in whose class the foregoing composition
was written, and yet no greater accomplishment can be acquired
in any grade of the public schools than a correct use of the mother
tongue. Let us take a child immediately on his entrance to
school at five years of age, and beginning with his slender vocab-
ulary of fifty words, demand one original expression a day, that
sentence to describe an object directly within his vision, as '-I see
a boy" ; enlarge that power of speech by the exhibition of pict-
ures explained by the teacher, and by the description of the mul-
tifarious actions of school life. Let these be written on the slate,
and then on ruled paper, and a solid foundation for correct speech
and composition will be laid in schools, the members of which
have never heard of "parts of speech," and for many years need
not.
Before passing to the next grade I wish to express my appreci-
ation of the faithful work of our primary teachers. A doubtful
experiment has not been forced upon incredulous agents. From
the invaluable privilege of visiting other schools teachers bring
home the application of correct principles, and turn them to daily-
increasing advantage. They not only bring back the principles
but the enthusiasm of foreio;n work. That generation of teach-
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-ers has passed away which saw in methods other than their own
only objects of contempt or complacent criticism. The labor of
the school-room has been largely increased since the teacher
teaches, but the burden has been cordially accepted from an ap~
preciation of its reasonableness. It has, however, its continual
recompense in the visible expansion of the scholar's mind, burst-
ing each day into fresh flower. To teacher as to pupils school is
endowed with a new life. The once impossible sight of children
running to the chart, and crowding about the teacher with up-
lifted hands to announce the disc®very of a new world in a new
word, the rapidity with which they transfer those words to their
slates, or frame them into little sentences, each expressive of a
new idea, the improvement in reading since sight and silent read-
ing drove out the miserable failure of studied lessons, and the
wonderful results in penmanship which would have been thought
impossible in the good old times, all these features of the system
of common sense rewaid the faithful teacher for so much hard
labor in writing and correcting, in developing thoughts and evok-
ing language. Nor are they without more tangible proofs of the
value of their services. The new interest spreads from pupil to
parent, and brings the latter into closer and more friendly rela-
tions with the teacher. A natural curiosity leads the parent to
see for himself how the work is being done, of which he beholds
such gratifying evidence in a thousand new ways at home. I find
by the registers that our schools received 1895 visits last year, the
number in each room varying from five to 136, This, as compared
with schools of national repute, is not large, but it is far in advance
of any previous report. Two yeai's ago visitors to many of our
primary schools were so rare that the sight of a stranger threw
•classes into an almost unconquerable speechlessness. Nothing en-
courages a teacher more than the visit of a sympathetic parent-
The ambition of the child is awakened, and the timidity which
otherwise often pursues him far along in his course is overcome.
When our primary schools are thus put into new channels, simi-
lar improvements may naturally be looked for in other grades-
How far this may be possible will depend upon the adaptability of
these new methods to schools where the process of instruction is
quite different. In discussing this question it will be my duty to
suggest certain changes in the organization and methods of an-
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other division of our school system. It will be seen that the work
of the primary classes is almost entirely oral. We need no book
but the reader, the teacher and the chart and the blackboard are
our text-books. The child studies his arithmetic on his feet, he
writes his multiplication table on the board in all the perplexing
combinations the teacher can suggest, and he solves his problems
by the blocks on the table. More than that, he invents his own
problems in mental arithmetic, and comes to school each day with
an example drawn from his home life, which he states in correct
English, and explains with the accurate reasoning of a Colburn or
a Greenleaf He writes the Avords he finds on the chart, and read-
ing, spelling and writing occupy him at the same time. Lan-
guage grows to him from the book in his hand, or the objects on
the wall, or the glimpses of nature out of doors, or from the oral
geography which connects him with the world that lies within his
vision. We thus take the book from his hand, but the time
comes when we must return it to him. It would, however, be
fatal to the correct working of new methods if all connection
with them were to be dropped at the end of the primary course,
when the scholar passes into a higher grade. Let us take Lan-
guage, for example. I will suppose that our primary schools fol-
low the method pursued in the excellent room to which I have re-
ferred, and that the original development of ideas and their cor-
rect expression are a part of every primary teacher's programme.
We will also suppose, what is universally true, that every pi-imary
scholar writes daily, and that good pencil work lays a broad found-
ation for neat penmanship. When the scholar passes from this
system to the so-called Intermediate school everything is changed.
He begins to study written arithmetic, and learns more or less by
rote his primary geography. It is true that I instructed teachers
to make spelling a written exercise, so as to continue the constant
habit of writing acquired in the lower schools. But what of lan-
guage ? What of any object lesson, of a character proportioned
to the scholar's years ? What of the fact that there is here, not
less than in the primary school, a mind to be developed, rather
than a memory to be cultivated ? The ready answer is, we find
nothing of language, no object lessons, or special mental devel-
opment in the regulations by which our exercises are controlled.
Even now bright scholars complain that they have not enough to
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do in the middle schools to keep themselves employed, and
the regulations stand with a drawn sword at the entrance to
the entire field of human knowledge,—except arithmetic and
geography.
They manage these things better elsewhere. In the Boston
programme of study development of language bpgius with the
child's entrance to school. The sixth, or lowest primary class, de-
vote one and one-half hours a week to oral lessons in language,
"to accustom pupils to express what they know in sentences-
Material-—reading lessons, pictures, plants and animals, or what-
ever the ingenuity of the teacher may suggest ;" and the inge-
nuity of the teacher is also employed in the fifth and fourth
classes. In the third class besides oral exercises, pupils "write the
sentences made in their oral exercise so far as they are able," and
this is continued through the primary course two hours each
week. In the sixth grammar class, corresponding to our second
intermediate, language occupies three hours a week, in oral and
written exercises adapted to the capacity of pupils of this class
and letter-writing is here begun. This continues tor three years,
with oral instruction in natural history, mythology and history,
until the third class is reached, when for the firt^t time grammar is
commenced with the pS,rts of speech. As much time is given to
language, which we ignore, as to geography, and nearly as much
as to arithmetic, and the school hours are the same.
One of two things. Either it is useless for us to make our pri-
mary scholars expert pencil-writers, and to attempt to develop
their power of expression by 'oral and written exercises, or we
mu^t continue these methods as far as they can be logically car-
ried into higher classes. Our middle schools should be a bridge
and not a gap. When we are asked to apply the new methods to
grades where as yet no reform has been attempted, I would de-
vote the time indicated above to oral and written exercises in lan-
guage in the middle schools, making this study of equal import-
ance with arithmetic, and subordinating geography to it. I
should thus make arithmetic and language the specialties of mid-
dle school work. Let geography be taught in two ways, by the
map as an oi-al exercise, and by writing what is now recited from
the desks. I have seen such good results obtained by a frequent
use of the pen in geographical recitation, that I am led to encour-
age an extension of it. This is not open to objections which are
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properly urged to memoriter recitations. The text of a geogra-
phy does not lend itself to the obsolete fashion of reciting history.
Of course no sensible teacher would give out such an unnecessary
piece of rhetoric as the following extract from the primary geog-
raphy: "the noble old forests in the northern part had never
heard the sound of the settler's axe, and in the southern part the
tall grass waved over the lonely prairies " The method of instruct-
ion here suggested belongs to the combination system, by which
good spelling and writing ai-e simultaneously promoted.
I should, however, recommend another and more radical treat-
ment of the Intermediate schools, by abolishing the grade alto-
gether. They belong to a division of public schools which is now
generally abandoned. While they have certain features in com-
mon with primary schools, they ought in fact to be thoroughly
assimilated to the grammar classes, and should be known as the
sixth and fifth grammar divisions. If it is objected that such a
change will tend to scatter schools, I answer that with two divis-
ions of the first grammar class, it will be impossible to accommo-
<late next year under one roof the High School and Spring Street
grammar school, as at present constituted.
The adoption of this plan will enable us to make a systematic
study of language, beginning at the very commencement of school
life, teaching it as far as the fourth or~third grammar year orally,
with written exercises on the basis of such excellent publications
as the "Child's Book of Language," containing blank forms for
writing simple stories, and descriptions of pictures of animal and
vegetable life, aided by such a book as "First Lessons in Natural
History and Language." Pursuing the subject higher we have
-oral and written work in "Swinton's Language Lessons," which
having been in use for more than a year can be pronounced suc-
cessful where taught by a free, liberal and uncramped system.
Nor do we stop in the grammar school, but Ave find the same au-
thor's "English Composition" handled in a masterly manner in
the new work given to this subject in the high school. In
another place will be found a series of examination questions in-
dicating the scope of the work in the grammar and High Schools
in this branch. It will be seen that while technical grammar is
not ignored, composition is largely depended upon to illustrate
the principles of the science.
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I am not so much criticising the individual work of the middle
teachers, as the programme they are expected to follow. It would
seem to deprive them of any spirit of initiative, which they might
otherwise infuse into their methods. Such a spirit has indeed
been very refreshingly manifested in this grade. The exhibition
of map drawing and moulding given by Miss Ina Thompson with
a middle class to the members of the Merrimack Valley Teachers'
Association is an instance of the admission into a school-room of
the fresh air of a teacher's individuality. She becomes convinced
that the more real a subject is made to a scholar the better he
grasps it. If that be true in a primary school with blocks, why
not in a middle school with sand ? If in his text-book the map
of New Hampshire is painted on aflat surface, how can one better
correct a possibly wrong impression than by a visible exhibition
of elevation and depression ? Geography was taught as an ab-
stract science, until children began to draw maps, and the mould-
ing is to map drawing what map drawing was to nothing. WiU
any definition of a "water-shed " give the concrete idea to a boy
which he can gain by moulding a map with the St. Lawrence, Co-
lumbia, Mackenzie, and Mississippi rivers flowing in four different
directions? Will Switzerland ever be the same country to him it
was before he drew his bits of string along her deep valleys, and
raised his crayon peaks above the scanty level of his sand ? These
maps are moulded by him in something less perishable than sand,
their outlines are forever fixed in his memory.
Thus in one department has been overcame a great hindrance
to successful school work,—a dead formalism and undeviating re-
liance upon the letter of a fixed programme. It is undoubtedly
necessary to have a course of study marked out for graded schools>
and to see that classes are evenly fitted for promotion. But with-
in that general limit I would give the freest range to a teacher's
ingenuity. If we could have a corps of specialists we could then
ask the teacher who could best present arithmetic to one class to
instruct the entire group. Let another who has studied the rela-
tion of words to thought raise the standard of several classes in
written language, while she resigns her chair to a third who de_
mands something better in history than a photograph of the text.
Even without special previous adaptation teachers ought by
giving their entire time to one branch to make themselves supe-
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rior in it to the others they are now expected to teach equally-
well. But without adopting at present a system which in the-
High School divides studies in reference to taste, aptitude and ex-
perience, teachers should be encouraged to surround any study
with the interest their own pursuit of it has given them, as in the
case of map-moulding.
In speaking of the work of the past year in grammar schoolsy
and of its general tendency to-day, the improvement in the man-
ner of conducting recitations is as gratifying as it is noticeable.
The dreary method of reading questions from a book has largely
disappeared. The animating fashion of demanding some account
of a reading lesson, in words not found in the text, has been car-
ried into other studies. Physiology has to some extent been
taught orally with marked success. The drill tables of the Frank-
lin Written Arithmetic, lately adopted, are made to require quick
and accurate answers. History is made entertaining as well as
instructive by the vivacious give and take of teacher and scholar
while the study of language has lost much of the dryness caused
by technical grammar without daily illustration in composition.
The change is not however so much in methods as in the spirit in
which the teacher's work is approached and performed. Hard and
unremitting study of the text-book throws its dead weight from
her shaulders. When the class close their books and the teacher
hers, then and only then she stands before them their master. No
teacher will be successful who does not in this way assert her in-
dependence and superiority. On the contrary, fettered to a book
from which she can only furtively raise her eyes, the class becomes
her master, and soon know their power. It must be acknovrledged
by the experience of success as well as of failure that no teacher
will thoroughly succeed, who does not stand before her class the
master of every principle of the lesson, as well as of the entire
subject matter of the text. It follows then that no teacher can
grow, from whatever grade of excellence she may start, who does
not largely use the time out of school for school work. Be its
influence direct, upon the subject of study, or indirect, in the
wider range of general culture, the greater the teacher's scope, the
greater her power. Our primary schools would to-day be monu-
ments of defunct routine, had not teachers worked out at home,
as well as in school, the problem of their rebirth. There is na
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danger that such efforts will not be felt and appreciated at their
true value. Are the eager, inquisitive minds of childhood likely
to be satisfied with the meagre hints in histoi'y, geography, and
science given in grammar text-books? Or does any one suppose
that such hints exhaust .what a child ought to know? Does the
spectacle of a mighty empire like Russia, groping her way through
crime perchance to a constitution, demand nothing but the hf^lf-
page, including picture, devoted to it in the geography ? Is Italy
still a mere "geographical expression," that the magic of her his-
tory, her art, her scenery, even of lier ruins, suggests only exports
of macaroni and olive-oil ? Ought one page, including four pict-
ures, to tell all one needs to know ot Geimany, except her unifi-
cation ? Or does half a page exhaust the claim of France to our
gratitude and sympathy ? But the formal teacher, whose eye
never swept over a wider surface than the school regulations, finds
no connection between geography, which is required, and which
is a list of staple productions and map questions, and history,
which is without a place in her curriculum. But the new method
which may be summed up in one word, teaching, and the anima-
tion of school life, which makes a school something else than a
prison, is driving formalism to the wall. The very eagerness of
our children to know makes it necessary to offer them something
better than the dry-husks of text-books. The enthusiasm of re-
search is the best evidence of the vitality of school work.
But it may be urged that the requirements of written examina-
tions stand in the way of this desirable expansion. When six
days each term were wasted in the unnecessary strain of three
such examinations of two days each, teachers could do little but
prepare classes for the unfair tests thus imposed. I should ex-
ceedingly regret if the questions for the present single examina-
tion, prepared by the Superintendent in accordance with the vote
of the Board, should hamper either the method or the amount of
instruction bestowed upon the schools. There is no doubt of the
great advantage I have derived in the case of classes and individ-
uals in following by the careful examination of papers the upward
progress of our schools. I may perhaps hope that these questions
themselves give occasional hints of the manner in which certain
fiubjects are to be approached. Judging by the length of the
answers in all our schools I am justified in believingthat this reg-
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nlation has excited the ambition of pupils and raised the standard
of study and acquirement. Still, it should not be forgotten that
examinations were made for the scholar, and not the scholar for
examinations. However proud lie has a right to feel of such suc-
cess, it should only be considered the natural conclusion of a
term's honest work. However anxious a teacher may be that her
class appear well, and the more faithful she be the more anxious
she will feel, she ought not to limit the range of her instruction
by any fear that the result of its methods will not appear on the
final day. Such a fear is to be prevented by the assurance that
no class will suffer by the most direct, positive and original teach-
ing. By following so far as is possible the methods of the differ-
ent class rooms, by assisting in the form of the questions to break
up the wooden manner of recitation unenlivened by a particle of
animation or interest, and by encouraging the confidential inter-
course which should exist between all those engaged in the same
avocation, examinations may assist instead of checking, may be-
come an inspiration rather than a strain.
It might be possible to still further encourage the growing ten-
dency to make of school life a pleasure as well as a profit. It
takes but little to throw new life into the monotony of worn-out
books and subjects. The Board has already approved the at-
tempts to make of reading something besides a senseless pronun-
ciation of half understood words. The expenditure of very little
money has already revised the whole scheme of primary instruct-
ion. A pasteboard card two inches square replaces the multipli-
cation table. A few simple blocks cost less than primary arith-
metics. A reading book pi-operly used drives the speller from
the expenses of parent or city. Such a book and a piece ot chalk
are alone the indispensable outlay of a three years' course in the
primary school. Add an arithmetic and a bottle of ink, and you
have the necessary outfit of a middle school, as properly organ-
ized. Give a grammar scholar more chalk and all the writing
paper he needs, and he can be fitted for the high school with but
little further incidental expense. It would not be a waste of
money to make a better reader of him by fui-nishing him with
something more entertaining than the newspaper of day before
yesterday, to which a reading book may be compared, when he has
learned it by heart during three years. Books may be too hur-
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riedly read, or their ideas may be too rapidly exhausted in the-
lower classes, which have ah-eady been supplied with supplemen"
tary reading, but three years are too long for the Fifth Reader,
and time, if not money, is wasted hi attempting to find instruct-
ion in such a book after the second year. We are now well sup-
plied with modern text-books, thanks to the changes which the
Board has authorized for three successive years. No further
change may at present be asked in any grammar study, but the
cause ot good reading pleads strenuously for i-ecognition. It is a
great pleasure to give a teacher even a single copy of some recent
improvement in this department of bookmaking. The finest
language exercises 1 have yet seen were the reproduction at the
last written examination of stories read by the teacher to her
class,—a reproduction in the scholar's own English, which in
many cases the latest critic of our school system could hardly have
improved. The subject of supplementary reading is closely con-
nected with the study of language, and the acquisition of a sound
taste and style, and I earnestly commend it to the consideration
of the Board. We ought not to increase the expenses of parent*
by a multiplicity of reading books. A few copies of one or two
series passed from class to class would be as reasonable an addi-
tion as our primer charts or primary supplemental reading.
During the past year the course of study in the High School ha&
been materially changed. In deference to a desire which it was
thought might exist in the community to give a more practical
character to the English department a commercial course of two'
years was formed, differing from the English mainly in the studies
of the second year*. It is therefore too early to judge of the prob-
able success of the scheme by the number of scholars enrolled in
this special department, whose divergence from the other branch
will only appear later. This, however, is but a part, and in my
opinion a small part of the change in the general course of study
in the High School. By reference to the regulations of 1879 it
will be seen that members of both the classical and English depart-
ments gave one term to arithmetic in the fourth year, with a
weekly recitation in percentage during the first two years. By
the present arrangement every member of the High School has a
weekly recitation in arithmetic, English authors, and English com-
position during the entire course. Book-keeping was an unknown
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study in the classical department, while it was optional with Eno-_
lish analysis during one term of one year of the English course
Double entry is now optional with history during two terms of
the classical course, and obligatory during four terms of the
English course. Commercial arithmetic is also taught separately
to a portion of the senior class, in addition to the weekly arith-
metical recitation.
These changes strike at the very root of the objection often-
urged against high schools. Widen the scope of these schools a^
much as you will, by engrafting upon them all the culture of
modern times, there will still be a demand, and a natural one, for
wiiat is practical, for instruction which can be tested by the busi-
ness of ordin^n-y life. Of those graduates why do not enter col-
lege, and of the larger number who do not graduate, few will en-
gage in any business in which the ability to write a letter or to
add a column of figures will not at once be taken as the measure
of high school education. Time will tell whether a separate com-
mercial course is called for in this city, but there can be no doubt
that widening the scope of "bread and butter " studies, as the-
Board has now done, will show practical results with the first-
classes which pass out into the world. It will also be found to be-
true that renewed attention to the correct use of the English lan-
guage, which as a part of new methods has its place in primary-
schools, and has been sketched for your approval in other grades,,
demands all the time for its symmetrical development which is.
now given to it in the High School, beginning with spelling itself,,
and passing gradually to the study of the best writers. No grad-
uate will find himself beyond the influence of every hour now de-
voted to this study in forms until lately undreamed of in high
school work. That theory was a false one which supposed that
a scholar should learn all he was ever to know of arithmetic,
spelling, and writing in the grammar school. There are some in
every community who would raze high school buildiiigs to the
ground, or devote Ihem to grammar schools, whose work wou'd
stop with them ; but these changes, made after careful considera-
tion and comparison of many similar institutions, extend the in-
struction of grammar schools in ihe very direction which those
calling them.selves most practical have demanded, and in enlarged
and comprehensive methods, which the unripe minds of grammar
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scholars would be unable to grasp. Were the study of arithmetic
and language to be a mere repetition of what the pupil has learned
'before, it would be better undoubtedly to utilize the talents and
•culture of our High School teachers in lower grades. That it is
no such repetition, but an original and unhackneyed employment
of the result of deep study and experience, gives the High Schocl
to-day a position unique in its history, and potent in its influence
upon all other departments of learning in the community. Even
now your action has been ratified by the verdict of your constitu-
ents, who are represented in the High fc:'chool by a far greater
number of pupils than ever before, but five members of three di-
visions of the first grammar class having failed to take their pro-
motion at the beginning of the school year.
It will not be necessary to farther analyze the course of study
which will be found in its appi'opriate place, and which has been
since September in successful operation, subject to such slight
modifications as experience requires. It must not be supposed
however that the high school is nothing more than a grammar
school working with improved methods. The number studying
higher classical branches is greater than ever before. The success
•of the numerous female colleges has had the effect of awakening
here an interest in the classics, so that eleven of our young ladies
are now studying Greek. The papers of the last examination
showed that they had not taken this step without due considera-
tion of their ability to grasp the difficulties of the language, and
to pursue it beyond the limits of their present school life. They
will fihd, if not already, that the study of Greek is of a very pract-
ical character, profound in its development of the mind, and lar-
reaching in its influence upon the acquisition of other languages,
or of an elegant use of our own. When the time comes to teach
Latin and Greek like living languages they will no longer be
thought dead.
It would not be possible or desirable to carry the study of nat-
ural science further in the High School than at present. The ap-
paratus is sufficient for the experiments in natural philosophy and
chemistry. Ten dollars would buy the nucleus of a cabinet of
minerals, large enough to illustrate the science of geology, while
any improvement in the appliances for astronomical study would
not fail to bo of practical advantage. The school is under obliga-
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tion every year to the superintendent of the- gas works, for an
exhibition of the manufacture of gas. Is not this an example
whicli might bs followed witli good results by other specialists in
this city ? Hundreds of our school children are passing continu-
ally into our mills and workshops; would it not be possible to
bring our mills and workshops nearer to our schools? The philo-
sophical principles involved in the manufacture of iron, steel,
wood and cotton are the sgrae which the scholar studies and ex-
periments with, and his scholarship would be broadened by seeing
those principles applied on a larger scale, If we fit a boy to be a
clerk, why should we not make of him a machinist ? The answer
is one of money, for when education is extended beyond the ru-
diments, the point at which it shall stop is only limited by the
willingness or ability of the tax-payers to bear the expense.
Without being called upon to solve the problem of industrial
education, which the future Avants of this country in ever-grow-
ing demand for manufacturing facilities will settle for themselves,
there is no doubt that the peculiar mechanical character of the
business of this community might be used so as to materially en-
courage the ingenuity of our youth. How many of them now
go into our mills for purposes of observation ?
Closely connected with this is the subject of drawing in all our
schools. On its introduction lessons were given to teachers, many
of whom are no longer in the service of the city. No special test
•of ability to teach it is now asked of candidates. A manual is
placed in their hands, and they are expected to give satisfaction
in this branch, without regard to previous familiarity or training.
If drawing is to be merely the imitation on one half of a page of
some figure on the other half, it receives all the attention it de-
serves. But in that case it would be better to abandon the study
altogether, and give tlic time to something more useful One
hundred dollars are now spent yearly in the purchase of books
and pencils,—the money would be better given to supplementary
reading, unless it can be shown that it is used wisely in the in-
struction now given. Is it advisable, however, to drop drawing,
or would it not be better to teach it on some thorough, well-un-
derstood plan, and carry it further, where what is gained in classes
now using it would be practically applied ? The artistic demands
of this country point to an extension of drawing. The triumph
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of American designs and workmanship in silver-ware at the
last Paris Exposition, the recent development in American
pottery, and the nndeniahle superiority of our wood engraving,
show where we are already strong. The necessity of im-
porting designing talent in many other branches of domestic
manufacture indicates the possibilities still open to American skill.
As it is now we drop the subject where it begins to be im.portant
and useful. The publication of the hew series of the Walter
Smith drawing books comes at an opportune moment to give our
teaching some practical aim. By the introduction in the high
school course of perspective, light and shade, and color, the study
is so widened as to include designs adapted to all the leading in-
dustries. It is unnecessary to make drawing compulsory beyond
a point where it assists every scholar to acquire a firm hand and
true eye, but every year pupils leave the grammar schools whose
taste tor drawing only needs to be encouraged to give a practical
t2ndency to their career. I should therefore recommend that,
while drawing be more carefully attended to in the classes now
engaged in it, it be introduced, at least as an optional study, into
the High School. We should then stand on the same level with
other cities in this state, wliich devote sufficient time underproper
guidance to give annual exhibitions of the proficiency of pupils.
It is only another department of the education of the hand. We
do not expect to make chemists of high school girls when we
send them to the laboratory. We only give them manual illus-
trations of chemical principles. But we may make practical
designers of both boys and girls by extending the study of
drawing.
The following is the attendance in the High School this terra
:
Girls, Boys. Total.
Senior class, 24 8 32
Junior class, 20 17 37
Tliird class, 23 17 40
Fourth class, 42 35 77
Wliole number, 109 77 186
As compared with last year this shows a gain of 36. It
was found necessary last term to give the fourth class in-
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•creased accommodation, and Miss Sarah P. Round +ook cliavge
of the new diA'ision. All the rooms of the building are now
occupied.
Three Evening Schools have been opened lor the present year,
a school at the Harbor having been organized this term. The
teachers at present are as follow :
Palm street—T. B. Crowley, principal ; Mary E, Crowley, Ellen
L. Reilly, Kate T. Sullivan, Minnie M Wells, Minnie M. Dane.
Carrie E. Mitchell, assistants,
Belvidere—Mattie B, Stevens, principal; Ella F. Gould, Hattie
M, Blood, Lavinia I, Dodge, assistants.
Harbor—Wm, O. Clough, principal; Ina V. Thompson, Willis
D. King, assistants.
The number of scholars enrolled January 21, 1881, was as
follows :
Girls. Jjoys. Total. Average.





Unclor 15 years, 29!>
Over 15 years, 48.





The evening schools have ceased to be an experiment. Even
in the matter of attendance, upon which last year some criticism
was offered, irregularity this season has been almost entirely
caused by stormy weather. It is agreeable to notice here, as in
other departments, the constant advance from year to year.
Over one hundred of our present pupils are attending for the
second or third year. Advanced readers and arithmetics are
coming' into general use. Scholars are promoted in their text-
books here with the same regularity as in day schools. Good
165
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order is rarely disturbed, because the pupils are too intent to
learn to provoke or countenance disorder. The new methods of
our day schools are used at night to the great saving of time.
In fact, no greater argument could be adduced in favor of these
methods than the gain of time to scholars whose school day is
but one hour and a half long. If a boy were to attempt to learn
to write by using the books founded upon antiquated methods,
he would grow gray while still making his mark upon the pay-
roll, but [ have seen in January good blackboard writing in a
large and legible hand, superior to many grammar class examina-
tion papers, by a scholar who last November could not make a
stroke- If these schools were opened merely to save the officers
of manufacturing corporations from the penalty of employing
uncertificated children, it would make little diflference whether
onfi method were employed or another. Any method or no
method would be sufficient, if it Avere only used cheaply. I do
' not believe that these schools were intended to cheat the scholar
by offering loop-holes to employers. No money, on the contrary,
has proved a better educational investment than that expended
under the judicious action of the evening school committee, nor
are its returns sooner perceived than here. One week suffices to
scatter the rowdy element, which once associated evening schools
with a free fight. Study then begins in earnest, and it is almost
pathetic to watch the eagerness with which these children, already
exhausted by a long day's work, seize upon a language, the sounds
of which are in many cases new to them, and to share the tri-
umph with which they write their names for the first time. One
term of twelve weeks does for them the work of a school year,
and this principle stands at the foundation of our evening school
instruction, that scholars learn to read by reading, and to write
by writing, and this principle of all sensible teaching is nowhere
better illustrated than where practical results are looked for in a
limited time. The amount of money appropriated this year
was the same as when these schools were first organized three
years ago. The great increase of pupils, and consequently of
teachers, and the evident purpose of the scholars to learn,
justify all the support which the Board can consistently give
them.
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The amount expended for school purposes during the year 1880
was $29,912.31. Reference is made to the Treasurers report for
a detailed statement. Tlie amount per schohxr for 1879 was
stated to have 'been $12.69. Although the expenses last year
were greater, the permanent repairs of the Mt. Pleasant building
being included, the increase in the number of pupils reduces the
per capita expense to $11.84.
The school attendance during the past year is thus shown :
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the next. We have all passed over the same road. Not one of
us but knows
bow bard it is to climb
The steep where learning's temple shines afiir.
The success of the school system depends upon the mutual co-
operation of both the natural and delegated representatives of
authority. Sympathy on the part of the parent, and the patient
labor of the teacher, combine to form, what is otherwise impossi-
ble, a well-ordered and intelligent community.
S. ARTHUR BENT,
• Superintendent of Schools.
Nashua, February 1, 1881.
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ROLL OF HONOR.
The following scholars were neither absent, nor tardy during
the year 1880. The epidemic of last spring materially diminishes





























































































The following teachers have resigned, or declined re-election,,
during the past year
:
Misses Mary E. Parsons, Jennie H. Blaisdell, Mary E. Wilder,
E, Mabel Simpson, Carrie A. Burton.
NOYES MEDALS.
The Noyes Prize Medals were conferred upon the followiuc







in Language, adapted to "Swinton's Lessons " and "English Com-
position."
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
4th Div. 1. Make six sentences, each containing one of these
words , ship, doll, flower, star, table, lion.
2. Add action-words : the sun — . Fire —. Whales
— . Soldiers —
.
3. Put name-words before these words : go, study, fly,
works, jumps.
4. Add a quality word to each sentence in No. 1.
5. "Write a brief letter to a parent, paying regard to
punctuation, capitals, &c.
Sd Div. \. Write the names of five places you have studied
about, or have visited.
2. Make a composition sentence (a sentence combined
from two or more short ones,) about a kite, using
these words, kite, paper, string, wind. <"
3. Place an adjective and noun before these verbs : —
shine. — blow. — sing. — fly, — swim.
4. Add an adverb to each sentence in No. 3. What
kind of adverbs are they ?
5. Write three sentences containing pronouns.
2d Div. 1. Write three sentences containing abstract nouns
formed from these adjectives : hard, brave, wise.
2. Supply a subject to these verbs, and an object where
they will take one : sit, give, go, strike.
8. Which of the verbs in No. 2 are transitive, and
which are intransitive ?
4. Write three sentences containing a subject, verb,
adverb, object.
5. Write a short story, which has been read once
during the term.
1st Div. 1. Parse words in short sentences, as, all men are mor-
tal. That good soldier has been rewarded.
2, Mention the five parts into which letters are divided
and illusti'ate by an original example.
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3. Name and give examples of classes into which sen-
tences aredivided, telling how each should begin*
and with what it should close.
4. Tell what relation each word bears to the complete
sentence which you have formed.
6. Repeat the story brought to mind by such a sentence
in the grammar lesson, as "the Greeks took Troy
by stratagem."
HIGH SCHOOL.
4th Div. 1. Define composition. The function of Khetorio.
2. Combine two or three statements about natural
philosophy into a well constructed sentence.
3. Change small letters to capitals.
4. Change order of phrases : The Germans, having
starved the inhabitants and defeated the garrison,.
in 1871, after a siege of some mouths, entered
Paris.
5. Define and illustrate a complex sentence.
6. Wi'ite three sentences to illustx'ate adjective, ad-
verbial, and substantive clauses.
3d Div. 1. Exercises in punctuation of complex and compound
sentences, as
"All nature is but art unknown to thee
All chance direction which thou canst not see
All discord harmony not understood
All partial evil universal good."
2. Change sentences from declarative to interrogative
and exclamatory. To declarative : "Are the pal-
aces of kings to be regarded with more interest
than the humble roofs that shelter millions of
human beings ?
3. Write three sentences, each to contain a phrase, the
principal word of which shall be in the possessive
case.
4. Transposition of poetry into pi-ose.
5. Change from common to rhetorical order
:
"Reform must be carried in peace or in convulsion, by
the law or in spite of the law, through the Parliament or
over the Parliament."
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Jun. Class!. Exercises in expansion apd contraction of sen-
tences, as, brave soldiers are rewarded.
2. Changing verbs from active to passive, and vice
versa; as, "What did the prisoner say?" "It is
only by the fresh feelings of the heart that man-
kind can be very powerfully affected."
3. Write a letter to John Jones and Co., ordering 17
copies of Science'^Pjimers, No. 14.
4. Write a sentence containing an infinitive which prop„
erly dispenses with the sign "to."
5. Correct the following sentence, and give reason for
the correction
:
"Pleasure and excitement bad more attractions for him
than his friend, and the two companions became es-
tranged gradually."
Sen. Class 1. Change to indirect discourse: Brutus said to one of
his slaves, "it is I, thy matter and thy friend."
To direct discourse : Fletcher of Saltoun said that
he knew a man who declared that if he were
allowed to write the songs of a nation he cared
not who made their laws.
2. Distinguish between coui-age and fortitude, consci-
entious and scrupulous, truth and veracity. Write
sentences using each of these words in its proper
sense.
3. Write a letter to the Board of Education applying
to teach a primary school,
4. Study of synonyms and figures of language.
5. Correction of the violation of purity, propriety, and
precision in the use of words.
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Graduating class of isso.
The following is the programme of the graduating exercises of
the class of 1880, held in the High School hall, June 25, 1880.
1. Salutatory, Carrie Ida Eeed.
2. Essay, Ages of Reflection ; Ages of Carrie Estella Mitchell.
Action,
3. Oration, The Benefactions of Chemi
cal Science, ....
4. Essay, The Claims of the English
Language, ....
5. Discussion, Does Novel Reading Ad
vance the Cause of Education ?
Affirmative
Negative, ....
6. Essay, The French Language, .
7. Essay, Mortal Whitewashing,
8. Essay, The Character of Queen Eliza
heth,
9. Essay, The Influence of Music. .
10. Discussion, Is this Republic destined
to become Permanent? .
Aflirmative, ....
Negative, ....
11. Essay, Hamlet, ....
12. Essay, "O, Wad some Power!" .
13. Oration, New Ireland,
14. Chronicles,
15. Class Oration, ....
16. Prophecies,

















1 avinia Isabelle Dodge.
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GENERAL STATISTICS.
Valuation of Nashua (1878) . . . .
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TABLE OF TEACHERS.
The Name, Grade, Location, Bate of Election, and Salary of each Teacher








RULES OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
CONSTITUTION OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
L The Board of Education of the city of Nashua is constituted
in accordance Avith the Jaws of New Hampshire and the city char-
ter, and consists of twelve members, four of whom are to be chosen
annually for a term of three years ; said committee at the begin-
ning of each year choosing a Chairman and Clerk from their own
number.
IL The committee thus constituted shall have the care and
superintendence of the schools ; and may, if deemed expedient;
appoint a Superintendent, to whom, under the direction of the
committee, shall be committed the direction of the schools.
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD.
I. The meeting for organization shall be held on the second
Wednesday ot November, at 7 1-2 o'clock, p. m. In case of any
failure to meet at the time, the Mayor shall cause a meeting for
organization to be called as soon thereafter as practicable.
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II. The first business, after the necessai-y preliminaries, shall
be the election by ballot, of a Chairman and Clerk of the Board-
If deemed expedient, a Superintendent shall also be elected by
ballot. They phall also appoint of their number, on nomination
by the Chairman, five standing committees, to wit :
—
1. Committee on Finance, Accounts and Claims.
2. Committee on School-houses, and Supplies.
3. Committee on Text-books and Examination of Teachers.
4. Committee on Boundaries and Assignment of Scholars.
h. Committee on Music.
III. The Board shall receive the report of the committee upon
examination of teachers, and elect or appoint from the names re-
ported such persons to such positions as they may deem proper.
IV. All applications for schools shall be made in the appli-
cant's own handwriting, and shall state the residence, age and
-experience in teaching, together with reference as to moral
character.
V. The salaries of all the teachers shall be fixed by the Board
at the time of election, but may be changed at the discretion of
the Board.
VI. The annual report of the city, and the preparation of the
report required by the State, shall be made by a special committee
chosen by the Board, or by the Superintendent,
VII. The date of the commencement and duration of each
term, and the length of vacations, shall be fixed by special vote
of the Board.
SDB-COMMITTEES.
I. Sub-committees of the Board shall be appointed once a
year, and they shall consider the schools assigned to them under
their special care. They, with the Superintendent, shall give ad-
vice to the instructors in any emergency, and take cognizance of
any difficulty which may occur between instructors and pupils,
or parents of pupils, or between the instructors themselves, rela-
tive to the government or instruction of the school. An appeal*
however, to the whole Board, is not hereby precluded to any citi-
zen, pupil or instructor.
II. Although the interests of the schools demand sub-commit-
tees of the Board, each member shall consider it his duty to watch
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over all the public schools in the city ; to attend their examina-
tions, and to visit them at other times, according to his ability.
ORDEli OF BUSINESS.
I. At all regular meetings of the Board the order of business
ehall be as follows :
1. Reading the call and noting the absent members.
2. Reading the minutes oi the last meeting.
3. Report of Committees.
4. Unfinished business.
5. New business.
II. The deliberations of this Board shall be governed by the
ordinary parliamentary rules, in the absence of any special regu-
lations.
III. The rules of the Board cannot be altered except upon
notice given at one meeting previous to action thereon.
IV. This Board may meet with closed doors when deemed
expedient.
V. The meetings of the Board shall be held by adjournment
from time to time, or by call of the Chairman, or when requested
by two members of the Board.
VI. A majority of the committee present and voting shall be
necessary to give validity to any vote or act of the Board, and
six members of the Board shall constitute a quorum. To be valid
any vote or act must receive the vote of four members.
DUTY OF OFFICERS,
I. The Chairman shall perform the usual duties of presiding
officer.
II. He shall apjioint all committees whose appointment is not
especially j)i-ovided for or otherwise directed by the Board.
III. He may direct the Clerk to call a special meeting when-
ever he may deem it expedient.
DUTIES OF THE CLERK.
The Clerk shall keeji a fair and accurate record of the proceed-
ings of the Board, and shall have .charge of all papers directed by
the Board to be kept on file; shall notify each special meeting J
fih.all notify the chairman of every conmiittee appointed, stating
the commission and the name of the members associated with
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him ; shall call extra meetings of the Board, by direction of the
Chairman, or at the request of two or more of its members ; shall
notify instructors elect of their appointment, and give such other
notices as the Board may direct.
DUTIES OF COMMITTEES.
I. The committee on finance, accounts and claims shall ex-
mine all bills, and report the same to the Board for final action.
II. The committee on school-houses and supplies shall examine
into the condition of houses, outbuildings and yards ; make such
repairs as they may deem necessary, and purchase all needed
supplies, when any such expenditure will not, by estimate, exceed
one hundred dollars. Larger expenditures shall first be reported
to the Board and receive their approval.
III. The committee on text-books and examiners ot teachers
shall recommend to the Board what changes, if any, shall be made
in text-books ; shall, with the Superintendent, examine such per-
sons as propose to teach in any ot the schools, and furnish to the
board the result of such examination, for final action ; and shall
sign or transfer elected teachers as they may deem expedient.
IV. No change of text-books shall be made at any time unless
by a vote of two-thirds of the entire Board.
V. The committee on boundaries and assignment of scholars
shall establish the boundaries for the several school divisions and
regulate the attendance in each.
RULES FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT.
Section 1, The Superintendent shall make the public school
system a study, and keep himself thoroughly informed, of the
discipline and progress of instruction in other places, that he may
prescribe the most efficient means for advancement of the public
schools of the city. He shall devote himself entirely to the duties
of his office, and secure a full compliance with the orders and reg-
ulations of the School Committee.
Sect. 2. He shall, under the direction of the School Committee,
have the supervision of all the public schools; he shall visit and
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carefully examine into the condition and progress of each school
as often as^his other duties will permit ; he shall attend to the
classification of scholars, and equalize, as far as practicable, the
attendance upon different schools.
Sect. 3. He shall have power to appoint stated or occasional
meetings of the teachers in the public schools, for the purpose of
instructing them in relation to their duties, and for mutual con-
sultation in matters touching the prosperity of the schools. He
shall advise with the teachers in reference to the course of in-
struction and discipline, see that the prescribed studies are care-
fully pursued, and that^no books are used except those adopted by
the Board ; and all orders issued by him shall be binding upon all
teachers unless revoked by the Board.
Sect. 4. He shall investigate all cases of discipline or difficulty
reported to him .by teachers, parents or guardians and take such
action in the case as he and the sub-committee deem expedient.
He shall exert his personal influence to secure general and regular
attendance, and to raise the character of each school, and, as far
as practicable, of each scholar.
Sect. 5. He shall attend the meetings of the Board, and, when
called upon by the Chairman, express his opinion on any subject
under discussion, and give such information as he may be able.
He shall be a member of every committee exceptfinance. He shall
receive and classify the monthly reports of the principals of the
several schools, and present them to the Board at its next meet-
ing; and at the beginning of each term shall receive and classify
the order of exercises of each school in the city. He shall annually
prepare a written report for publication, giving such information
as to the character of the schools, and presenting such plans for
their improvement as he deems advisable.
Sect. 6. He shall aid in the examination of teachers, and con-
duct all public and private examinations of schools appointed by
the committee.
Sect. 7. He shall furnish to teachers all necessary blanks, reg-
isters and text books, and shall keep an account of the same. He
shall use his best efforts to secure the observance of the law con-
cerning the employment of children in manufacturing establish-
ments, and carefully inquire and ascertain the names of all scholars
of non-resident parents and guardians, and make out all bills and
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collect all moneys due the city for their tuition. He shall be
authorized to cause all such repairs to be made as arc immediately
needed for school-houses, furniture and warming apparatus.
Sect. 8. He shall have direction and control of the transfer of
scholars from one (School to another of the same grade, and all
certificates of transfer shall be signed by him. Upon every appli-
cation for a transfer, he shall investigate the reasons therefor, and
especially regard the numbers in the schools and the residence of
the scholars. In doubtful cases he shall consult the appropriate
sub-committes, or refer the case to the Board,
Sect. 9. UndeV the advice and direction of the Board, he shall
examine, or cause to be examined, the most advanced classes in
the schools, or so many as may be candidates for the next higher
grade, in such manner as shall be prescribed by the Board and
make selection of such as are prepared for promotion, and cause
transfers to be made, provided the respective sub-committees ap
prove the same.
Sect. 10. He shall report to the Board at each monthly meet-
ing all cases of corporal punishment occurring in the public
schools during the previous month, with the name of the teacher
inflicting, and the scholar receiving the punishment ; also naming
the offence and method of punishment.
Sect, 11, In all cases of truancy or non-attendance upon school
which may come to his knowledge, he shall, in every instance
strive to reform the child ; but, if unsuccessful, he shall report the
names of the habitual truant or absentee to the officer whose duty
it is to make complaint in such cases. He shall report to the
School Committee every case of delinquency, tardiness, or viola-
tion of any of the rules on the part of teachers.
Sect, 12. He shall keep regular office hours, and shall be in his
office, on all school days, from 8 1-2 to 9 1-2 a. m , and from 12 m,
to 12 1-2 p, M. In case of absence or sickness, he shall notify the
Chairman of the Board, and mate such arrangements for his office
as he may think proper.
RULES FOR THE TEACHER OF MUSIC,
I. Vocal music shall be taught one half hour each week in
each division of the Grammar, Middle and Primary schools of the
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city, by the teacher of music ; and in addition, fifteen minutes
each day (excepting the day of the regular instruction by the
Musical Director) shall be devoted to musical instruction by the
regular teacher, under the general direction of the teacher of
music; and vocal music shall be in all respects regarded as one of
the regular studies of the schools.
II. It shall be the duty of the Teacher of Music to call special
meetings of the teachers for the purpose of instructing them, and
for mulnal consultation in regard to the teaching of this service.
III. He shall, while he is in the school, have complete charge
of the same, and every teacher will be expected to aid and assist
in any way that he may direct.
IV. No scholar will be excused from this exercise, unless an
excuse is received from the teacher of music and sub-committee
on music in the district to which he may belong.
V. During the time that he may have charge of the school
all the scholars will be subject to his government and discipline,
VI. He shall, from time to time, report progress to the Board
at their meetings, and in case any difficulty should arise between
himself and any teacher, he shall report the same at the next
regular meeting of the Board.
VII. He shall recommend to this Board, after a careful exami-
nation, some regular system of music. But he shall not make
any change of books or systems until these have been referred to
the committee on music, and have received the sanction of the
Board.
VIII. He shall have complete control of all the instruments of
music, charts, books, etc, which shall belong to the city, and shall
make it his special business to see that proper care is taken of the
same, and, in case of any injury or rough usace to the same by
any scholar or teacher, shall report the same to the sub- committee
•on music.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL.
RULES OF TEACHERS.
I. The PRiNCirAL,—The school-house and outbuildings, with
'heir ke}'s, furniture, grounds and all other property belonging to
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the Gchool, shall be in charge of the Principal, who will be held
responsible for their preservation,
II. The Principal shall carefully observe the hours appointed
for commencing and dismissing the schools, and shall be at the
school-house for the purpose of preserving order, at least fifteen
minutes before the hour prescribed for beginning the school.
III. The Principal shall send to the Superintendent, on the
Monday following the close of each month, a report showing the
whole number and the average number of males and females in
the school, together with the average daily attendance, and the
percentage of daily attendance tor the month ending on the pre-
ceding Friday, or such part thereof as has not been embraced in a.
previous report.
IV. The Principal shall establish such rules as may be neces-
sary to secure good order and neatness in the school-house and on
the grounds, and the preservation of the furniture, books and
apparatus in the school-rooms.
V. Unless other provision is made, the Principal shall appoint
some suitable person to build fires and take care of the school-
house^ whose compensation shall be fixed by the school committee.
VI. In all cases of wilful and persistent violation ol the rules
ot the school, the Principal may suspend the offender. In all
cases of suspension the Principal shall give immediate notice to
the parent or guardian of the pupil, and also to the Superinten-
dent ; and every such notice shall state the offence for which the
suspension is inflicted.
VII. No Principal shall be engaged in any other profession of
employment while employed by the city.
VIII. The Assistant Teachers.—In the absence of the
Principal, the assistant teacher shall take charge of the school
unless other provision is made by the school committee ; and it
shall be the duty of all the assistant teachers to co-operate with
and assist the Piincipal in the maintenance of order, study and
discipline among the pupils.
IX. In General.—During school iiours all teachers shall faith-
fully devote themselves to the instruction, discipline, manners and
habits of their pupils. They shall give constant employment to
their scholars, and endeavor by judicious and diversified methods to
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render the schools both pleasant and profitable. They shall use
all suitable means to promote good morals and polite manners
among their pupils. They shall maintain firm, prudent and vigilant
discipline, and shall use corporal punishment only when gentler
measures fail to secure obedience.
X. All teachers shall be required to keep registers, furnished
at the public expense, in which they shall record the names, age,
attendance of their pupils, and such other particulars as shall
give a correct idea of the state of the school. These registers
shall be returned to the School Committee at the close of each
term unless otherwise directed; and all blanks in these registers
shall be filled out each term, in order that teachers may be legally
entitled to receive their pay. A certificate from the Clerk of the
School Committee that these requirements have been complied
with shall be presented to the City Treasurer before the salary
shall be paid.
XI. Any teachers desiring to be absent from school shall make
the desire known to the sub-committee, who alone are authorized
to fill such temporary vacancy ; and no bill for services performed
without their consent shall be approved. The absence of any
teacher for one w^eek or more shall cause a corresponding deduc-
tion from the salary of such teacher, and for a less period the
teacher shall pay the substitute provided by the School Committee.
XII. If any teacher is absent or tardy without being excused
by the Superintendent, or shall dismiss school before the end of
the session without his permission, it wall be considered by the
Board as a i-esignation on the part of such teacher.
XIII. Teachers shall attend all meetings appointed by the
School Committee or Superintendent, and any absence from such
meetings by any teacher who has been duly notified shall be re-
garded the same as absence from school during school hours.
XIV. All teachers, upon notification of their election, shall be
presented with a copy of these regulations, and they shall signify
their acceptance by subscribing to them.
XV. It shall be the duty of all teachers to have a copy of these
regulations at all times at their respective school-rooms, and
" Rules of the Schools " shall be read to the pupils by the teacher
at least once during the term.
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XVI. The custom of giving presents to teachers while in the
service of this city is, in the o[)inion of the Board, wrong, and is
therefore prohibited^
XVII. Any teacher who leaves the school under her instruc-
tion, except in case of sickness, before the close of the school
year, shall receive no compensation for the last four weeks of
service, unless notice of such intention was duly given before the
commencement of the then current terra. Provided: That the
School Board, in regular meeting, may waive the last foregoing
stipulation.
OF THE PUPILS.
I. Age.—No pupils under five years of age shall be admitted
to the schools.
II. Place.—Pupils shall attend the schools in their own divi-
sions, unless permission to attend elsewhere is granted by the
Superintendent, and such permission will not be granted except
for reason of insufficient school room to accommodate all the
pupils within the district.
III. Study.—No pupil shall be allowed to study out of school
during school hoicrSy or leave school for the purpose of taking
music lessons, or take less than the required number of studies
without permission from the School Committee. Pupils shall
make up all neglected lessons, unless excused by the Principal-
All scholars in the schools shall pursue the prescribed studies unless
they shall present to the Superintendent a certificate of physical
disability from their regular family physician.
IV. Teems oe Admission.—Each applicant must present to the
teachers a certificate of admission from the Superintendent.
V. Department.—Each pupil shall enter the department indi-
cated by the card of admission.
VI. Books.—Each pupil shall come provided with the neces-
sary books, etc.
VII. Time eor Opening School.—The bell shall be rung five
minutes before the time of commencing school, and all scholars
not in their seats at the expiration of those five minutes shall be
accounted tardy.
Excuses.—-Any pupil having been absent or tardy shall be re-
quired to bring a written excuse from parent or guardian ; and
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any pupil who has been absent five half days in the month (two
tardy marks counting as one half day's absence), except from sick-
ness or some imperative necessity, shall be sent to the Superin-
tendent.
IX. Leaving School.—No pupil shall be allowed to leave
school before the appointed time, except in case of sickness, or
some pressing emergency, of which the teacher shall be judge.
X. Order.—When pupils enter their respective rooms, before
the time for opening school, they shall take their seats and pursue
their studies the same as during school hours. They shall not in-
dulge in scuffling, .whistling, boisterous noise, or loud talk in the
school building.
XL Personal Neatness and Cleanliness.—Among the
pupils special attention shall be paid to personal neatness and
and cleanliness. The use of tobacco in any form, by teacher or
pupils, is expressly prohibited. Any child coming to school with-
out proper attention being given to cleanliness, or whose clothes
need repairing, shall be sent home to be properly fitted for school
.
XIL To AND From Schools.—Pupils shall be under the juris-
diction of teachers to and from school.
XIII. Improper Conduct.—Any pupil who shall, on or around
the school premises, use or write any profane or indecent language,
or draw any obscene pictures or representation, shall be liable to
suspension or expulsion.
XIV. Damage to School Property.—Any pupil guilty of
defacing or injuring the school property, shall pay in full for all
damages, and be liable to suspension,
XV. Injurious Habits and Conduct.—In all cases where
the conduct and habits of a pupil are found injurious to associates,
it shall be the duty of the principal to suspend such pupil from
school, and at once report the case to the parent or guardian and
the School Committee.
XVI. Vaccination and Disease.—No scholar shall be per-
mitted to attend any school in this city who lias not been duly
vaccinated ; nor shall any scholar afflicted with any contagious
disease, or residing in a family afflicted with any such disease, be
permitted to attend until he has produced a certificate from some
regular physician, stating that there is no danger to be appre-
hended from the same.
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XVII. Absence from School.—Whenever any scholar is
absent from school, the teacher shall immediately ascertain the
reason, and if such absence be continued, and is not occasioned
by sickness or other sufficient cause, he shall report such absence
to the proper authority for enforcing the truant law.
XVIII. No scholar shall be allowed to remain in any school-
room during the noon intermission, unless the teacher is present,
or the special consent of the principal is obtained.
SCHOOL TERMS.
I. Number oe Terms.—The school year has been divided into
three terms.
II. Spring Term—The Spring Term shall commence on the
first Monday in April, and continue twelve weeks.
III. Fall Term.—The Fall Term shall commence on the second
Monday in September, and continue twelve Aveeks.
IV. Winter Term.—The Winter Terra shall commence on
the last Monday in December, and continue twelve weeks.
SCHOOL HOURS.
I.* Sessions.—Throughout the year the morning session shall
commence at 9 o'clock. From October 1st to April 1st, the after-
noon session shall commence at 1 1-2 o'clock, and for the remain-
der of the school year at 2 o'clock. Each session shall continue
three hours, except the afternoon sessions of the Primary school,
which shall be one hour less.
II. Recess,—At the expiration of one-half of each session
there shall be a recess of fifteen minutes,
VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS.
I. Vacations.—There shall be a vacation following the winter
term, of two weeks ; following the spring term, of eleven weeks ;
following the fall term, of three weeks,
II. On very stormy days the school sessions will be omitted.
Notice will be given by the school bells in the morning at 8:15.
For the afternoon, notice will be given at 11:45.
III. Holidays.—The following holidays shall be granted to
the schools : Every Saturday, Fourth of July, Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas, and the Twenty-second of February.
*0n Dec. 2, 1880, it was ordered that the session of the public
flchools be five hours in length during the winter term, the after-
noon session to begin at 2, and close at 4 o'clock.
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VENTII-ATION.
I. Teachers must, at all seasons of the year, make the ventila-
tion and temperature of their school-rooms an essential object of
attention. The air in the room must he sufficiently changed at
every recess and at the close of every session. Pitpils shotdd in
no case be alloiced to sit hi a draught of air.
II. Every school-room must b8 supplied with a thermometer
which will be furnished upon the application of any teacher to
the School Committee. The thermometer shall be placed so as
to indicate, as nearly as possible, the average temperature of the
rooms.
JAKITORS AND THEIR DUTIES.
This Board shall annually elect by ballot one or more persons
to serve as janitors. It shall be the duty of the janitor to have
the charge of the heating apparatus and the water works con-
nected with the school-houses, to keep the rooms clean and well
ventilated; to take care of the school-houses and outbuildings; to
make minor and incidental repairs; to lock and unlock the doors
;
to notify the committee on school-houses and supplies whenever
fuel is needed, and to see that the premises in general are kept in
good order. They shall also be subject to such special regulations,
and perfoim such additional duties in and about the premises, ag
the sub-committee on their respective schools, or the Superinten-
dent, may indicate.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
No teacher shall read or distribute any advertisement, or allow
any advertisement to be read or distributed in any of the public
schools, nor shall any public entertainment be announced in any
school without special permission.
SECTARIAN INSTRUCTION PROHIBITED.
No book or tract designed to advocate the tenets pi any par-
ticular sect or party shall be perjiitted in any of the schools; nor
shall any sectarian or partisan instruction be given by any teacher
in the same,
MORNING EXERCISES,
The morning exercises of all the schools shall commence with
the reading of the Scriptures, followed by the Lord's prayer, dur-
ing which service all the teachers and pupils connected with the





lieadiny and iS2^elling.—¥vimk\m First Reader.
Arithmetic.—Counting from one to one hundred.
Elementary exercises in writing and drawing.
SECOND YEAR.
Beading and Spelling.—Franklin Second Reader and Worces-
ter's Primary Speller.
Arithmetic.—Oral instruction.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's Drawing Cards—First Series,
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's Primary No. 1.
THIRD YEAR.
Reading and Spelling.—Franklin Third lieader and Worces-
ter's Primary Speller,
Arithmetic.—Oral instruction in fundamental rules.
Geography.—Oral instruction upon localities in the city familiar
to the pupils.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's Drawing Cards—First Series.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's Primary, No. 2.
ALL CLASSES,
General Mxerciscs.—Singing, vocal gymnastics, physical exer-




Jieading, Spelling and Defining.—Franklin Third Reader and
Monroe's Speller.
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Arithmetic.—Franklin Written, to pnge 38, with ranltiplicatiou
and division tables.
Oeograpliy.—Harper's Introductory, to page 58.
Writing.—Payson, Dmiton & Scribner's, No. 3.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's New Series.
SECOND YEAR.
Reading., Spelling and Defining.—Franklin Fourth Reader and
Monroe's Speller.
Arithmetic.—Franklin Written, to page 75,
Geography.— Harper's Introductory, finished, with oral in-
Btruction.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's, No. 4.
Drawing.—Walter Smith's New Series.
General Exercises.— Vocal gymnastics, physical exercises, sing-
ing and object lessons each session in all classes. Also declama-
tions and recitations every week, alternating with compositions.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
FIRST YEAR.
FmsT Term.— Franklin Fourth Reader ; Monroe's Speller
Franklin Written Arithmetic from page 75 to page 8S; Geog-
raphy, Harper's School, to lesson 29, with map drawing; Lan-
guage, oral instruction.
Second Term.—Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
from page 88 to page 99 ; Geography, Harper's School, to lesson
40, with map drawing; Language, oral instruction.
Third Teem.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
from page 99 to page 124; Geography, Harper's School, to
lesson 47^ and review year's work, with map drawing ; Language
oral instruction ; Writing and Drawing thi'ough the year, Payson
Dunton & Scribner's series, No. 4 and 6; Walter Smith's New
Series of Drawing Books.
SECOND year.
First Term.— Reading, Franklin Fifth Reader; Spelling and
Defining, Monroe's Speller; Arithmetic, from page 124 to pagy
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136; Geogrnphy, Harper's Sell ool, to lesson 62; Langunge, Swin-
ton's New Lessons, begun ; History of the United States to
page 69.
Second Tekm.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
from page 136, to page 152 ; Geography, Harper's School, to
lesson '73 ; History of the United States, from page 69 to Ejioch IH >
Language, Swinton's, continued.
Third Term— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
from page 152 to page 172 ; Geography, Harper's School, to
lesson 81 and review ; Language, Swinton's New Lessons to page
85; Plistory of the United States, from Epoch III, to 1776 on
page 112; Writing and Drawing through the year; Writing,
Payson, Duuton & Scribner's, No. 5 and 6 ; Drawing, Walter
Smith's New Series.
THIRD YEAR.
FmsT Term.— Reading, Franklin Fifth Reader, Spelling and
Defining, Monroe's Speller; Arithmetic from page 185 to page
209; Geography, Harper's School, to lesson 101 ; Language, Swin-
don's continued from page 60; History of United States, from
1776 on page 112 to Epoch IV, on page 147.
Second Teem.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic-
-from page 209 to page 231 ; Geography, Harper's School, to
page 122, and New Hampshire; Language, Swinton's continued;
History of the United States from page 147 to page 178.
Thibd Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
from page 231 to page 265 ; Geography, Harper's School, com-
pleted, and review, including i)ages 122-3; Laufiuage, Swinton's
to page 144 ; History of the United States from page 178 to
Epoch V. ; Writing and Drawing through the year; Writing
Payson, Dunton & Scribner's, No. 6 and 7 ; Drawing, Walter
Smith's New Series.
FOURTH YEAR.
Defining, Monroe's Speller ; Arithmetic, from page 265 to page 277
;
Physiologj', Jarvis Elem. to Effect of Respiration on the Blood
and Air ; Language, Swinton's New Lessons finished ; History
of the United States, from Epoch V. to page 280.
Sbcond Term.—Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
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from page 277 to end, and begin review; Pliysiology completed ;
Language, Parsing and Composition ; Book Keeping, Single
Entry ; History of the United States, from page 280 to end of
the book.
Third Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
finish Review; Geography, General Review; History of the
United States, Review; Book Keeping, Single Entry completed;
Writing and Drawing through the year; Writing, Payson, Dunton
& Scribner's No. 8 and 9; Drawing, Walter Smith's new Series.
Daily practice in Drill Tables in all classes.
Vocal Gymnastics, Physical Exercises, and musical instruct-
ion, during the course.
Special attention is to be given to Composition, Declamation and
Recitation during every term of the whole Grammar course.
HIGH SCHOOL—CLASSICAL COURSE.
FISRT YEAK.
First Teeji.—Latin Reader, Algebra, Natural Philosophy,
*Arithmetic, *EngIish Composition, *English Authors.
Second Teum.—Latin Reader, Algebra, Natural Philosophy,
*Arithmetic, ^English Composition, *English Authors.
Third Term.—Cresar, Algebra, Chemistry, *Arithmetie, *En-
glish Composition, *English Authors,
SECOND YEAR.
First Term,—Cassar, Algebra, Chemistry, *Arithmetic, *En-
glish Composition, *English Authors.
Second Term,—Ca3sar, Geometry, English History or Book-
keeping (double entry), *Arithmetic, *English Composition,
*Engli!^h Authors.
Third Term.—Caesar, Geometry, English History or Book-
keeping (double entry), *Arithmetic, ^English Composition,
^English Authors.
tiiiud year.
First Term.—Cicero, General History, Greek Header, French
or Trigonometry, *Arithmetie, *English Composition, ^English
Authors.
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Second Term.—Cicero, General History, Anabasis, French or
Trigonometrv, *Aritlimetic, ^English Composition, ^English
Authors.
Third Tkrm.—Virgil, Physical Geography, Anabasis, French
or Civil Government, *Arithmctic, *Englisli Composition, *Eng-
lish Authors,
FOUKTII YEAR.
FiEST Tekbi.—Virgil, Piiysical Geography, Anabasis, French
or Political Economy, ^Arithmetic, *Euglish Granin^arj *English
Authors,
Second Tekm.—Virgil, French, Iliad or English Literature,
*Arithmetic, *EngHsh Grammar, "^English Authors.
Third Term.—Virgil, French, Iliad or English Literature,
*Authmetic, ^English Grammar, *English Authors.
*Onc recitation each week in Arithmetic, English Authors,
English Composiiion or English Grammar. Four recitations
weekly in each of the other subjects.
HIGH SCHOOL—ENGLISH COURSE,
FIRST YEAR,
First Term.—Natural* Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping
(single entry), ^Arithmetic *English Composition, ^English
Authors.
Second Term.—Natural Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping
(single entry), *Arithmetic, *English Composition, *English
Authors.
Third Term.—Chemistry, Algebra, Klietoric, *Arithmetie,
*.English Composition, ^English Authors.
SECOND year.
First Term.—Chemistry, Algebra, Rhetoric, *Arithraetic
*English Composition, *English Authors.
Second Term.—Astronomy, Geometry, English History or
Book-keeping (double entry), Arithmetic, /English Composi-
tion, *English Authors.
Third Term.—Astrono.my, Geometry, English Plistory or




First Term.—General History, Geology, French or Trigonom-
etry, *Arithmetic, *Engli3h Composition, ^English Anthora.
Second Term.—General History, Geology, French or Survej"
ing, *Arithmetic, *English Composition, *English Authors.
Third ^Term,—Analytical Chemistry, Physical Geography?
French or Civil Government, *Aritlimetic, *English Composition'
^English Authors.
FOURTH year.
First Term.—Analytical Chemistry, Physical Geography,
Prench or Civil Government, *Arithmetic, *English Grammar,
*English Authors.
Second Term.—Political Eonomy or French., Burke or Web-
ster, English Literature, *Arithraetic, *English Grammar, *EngUsh
Authors.
Third Term.—Political Economy or French, Botany, English
Literature^ ^Arithmetic, *English Grammar, *English Authors.
*One recitation each week in Arithmetic, English Authors^
English Composition or English Grammar. Four recitations
weekly in oach of the other subjects.
HIGH SCHOOL—COMMERCIAL COURSE.
FIRST YEAR,
First Term.—Natural Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping
(single entry), *Arithmotic, English Composition, *English
Authors.
Second Term—Natural Philosophy, Algebra, Book-keeping,
(single entry), *Arithmetic, *English Composition, *English
Authors.
Third Term.—Chemistry, Algebra, Rhetoric, *Arithmetic,
*English Composition, *Eiiglish Authors.
SIXOND YEAR.
First Term.—Chemistry, Algebra, Rhetoric, ^Arithmetic,
*English Composition, *English Authors.
Second Term.—Astronomy, Book-keeping (double entry). Ge-
ometry, ^Arithmetic, *English Composition, *English Authors.
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Third Term.—Astronomy, Book-keeping (double entry), Ge-
ometry, *Arithmelic, *English Composition, *English Authors.
*Onc recitation each week in Arithmetic, English Composition






Review of the Chart from page 18 to page 24, advancing to page
29, learning the scale to G and D with blackboard exercises in two
parts. Reviewing the Chromatic Scales thoroughly. Also the
Transposition of the Scales.
SECOND DIVISION.
Review of scale. Scale name. Pitch name. Syllable. Review
of Staff. Location of Pitch names. Review, Kind of Notes and
Rests*. Review, Kinds of Measure and Dynamic Characters.
Singing from Chart, from page 5 to bottom of page 24. Reading
Chromatic Scales in Sharps and Flats in connection with black-
board exercises. Learning to sing two parts.
THIRD DIVISION.
The scale in full. The Scale names. The Pitch names. SyU
lables. The Staffin full. The Clef. The Location of Letters.
The kind of Notes. The kind of Rests, The Bars and Measures.
The Dynamic Characters. Sing from the Chart by Scale name*
Pitch name and Syllables to the bottom ot page 17.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
FIRST DIVISION.
Review of the Keys in Sharps, with their transpositions. Using
Second Music Reader, commencing with page 41, singing to page
78, learning the scales of F and B flat, with their transposition,
writing the same. Reviewing the Chromatic Scales.
SECOND DIVISION.
Reviewing Chart from 21st to 28th page. Transpose from one
Key to another in sharps. Singing exercise in A and E. Sing-
ing from Chart to page 43. Giving Scale names, Pitch names
—
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Reviewing the two books. Giving the Harmonies of Third
Book, making Harmony an especial study. Writing exercises for
the class to sing.
SECOND DIVISION,
Commencing with page 45, Third Music Reader, singing to page
96. Writting out the Harmonies of the different degrees. Re-
viewing the scales Writing blackboard exercises for scholars to
sing. Finishing the Third Book.
THIRD DIVISION,
Commencing with the Third Music Reader, studying the
Chords, writing out the same. Reviewing the Scales in Sharps
and Flats, and Chromatic Scales. S nging to page 44.
FOUKTII DIVISION.
Commencing with page 62, Second Reader, reviewing the
Scales in the different Keys, writing the same. Singing page 96.
Practicing the triads, thirds, fourths, fifths, octaves, with black-




Headers—Franklin, First, Second and Third Readers.
Spellers—Worcester''s.
Writing.—Payson, Dunlon & Scribner's.
J)} awing.—Prof. Walter Smith's Series.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.




Writimg.—Payson, Dunton & Scribner's.
Drawing.—Prot. Walter Smith's Series.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.




Language.—Swinton's New Language Lessons
History.—Barnes' History of the United States.
JBook-keeping.—Meservey's.
Physiology.—Jarvis' Elementary.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton & Sciibner's.






















Latin.—Harkness' LatinGrammar, Reader, Prose Composition-
Caesar, Cicero and Virgil.
Greek.—Goodwin's Greek Grammar, Leighton's Greek Lessons
;
Jones' Greek Prose ; Crosby's Xenophon's Anabasip, Hom.er's
Iliad.
French.—Otto's French Grammar and Sauveur's Reader.
English.—Macaulay's Essays, Burke, Webster, Shakspeare and
Goldbmith.












